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FTYKTAVAFQPKYQKKSTGEDNYFVTSDIFAGVADGVGGWAEHGYDSSAISRELCKKMDEISTALLLTPKKIIGAAYAKVGGTTAIVAHF-GKLEVANLGDSWCGVFRDSKLVFQTK----------------------FQTVGFNAPYQLSINTPRDADEYSFQLKKKDIIILATDGVTDNIATDDIELFLKDNA---LQLLSQKFVDNVVSLSKDPNYPSVFAQEISY-SGGKEDDITVVVVRVD : 220 Mtu1TXO
LVL-RYAARSDRGLVA-NNEDSVYAGA-RLLALADGMGGHAA----GEVASQLVIAALAH-LDD---DLLAKLDAAVREG-GTTLTAILFA-RLGLVHIGDSRGYLLRDGELTQITKDDTFVQTLVDEGRITPEEAHSHPQRSLIMRA--L-T---VEPTLTMREARAGDRYLLCSDGLSDPVSDETILEALQ-IP---VAESAHRLIELALRGG-------------------GPDNVTVVVADLE : 205 Sa2PK0
--M-EISLLTDIGQRS-NNQDFINQF-VPLIILADGMGGHRA----GNIASEMTVTDLGSDWAETLSEIRDWMLVSIE-KGGTTIEAVAIV-NIIFAHVGDSRIGIVRQGEYHLLTSDHSLVNELVKAGQLTEEEAASHPQKNIITQS--IGQ---VEPDLGVHLLEEGDYLVVNSDGLTNMLSNADIATVLTQ--E--LDDKNQDLITLANHRG-------------------GLDNITVALVYVE : 208 Ms2JFR
SVL-SAATATDQGPVE-NNQDACLADG-ILYAVADGFG-------ARHHASATALKTLSAGFAA----DRDGLLEAVQTV-GTTLTAVAVF-GPLVVNIGDSPLYRIRDGHMEQLTDDHSVAGELVRMGEITRHEARWHPQRHLLTRA--LGI---IGPDVFGIDCGPGDRLLISSDGLFAAADEALIVDAAT-SP---PQVAVRRLVEVANDAG-------------------GSDNTTVVVIDLG : 203 Te2J82
--M-DVAGLTDCGLIK-SNQDAFYIDEQRFFIVADGMG--------GEEASRLAVDHIRQYLETH--DPVTLLRQAFL-D-GTTAVVILLD-RAWCAHVGDSRIYRWRKDQLQQITSDHTWIAQAVQLGSLTIEQARQHPWRHVLSQC--LGR----QIDIQPIDLEPGDRLLLCSDGLTEELTDDVISIYLS-EP---VQKAAAALVDAAKTHG-------------------GRDNVTVVVISV-: 200 Hs1A6Q
NGL-RYGLSSMQG-WV-EMEDAHTAVIWSFFAVYDGHA--------GSQVAKYCCEHLLDHITNNVENVKNGIRTGFL-R-GSTAVGVLIS-HTYFINCGDSRGLLCRNRKVHFFTQDHKPSNPLEKERIQNAGGSVMIQRVNGSLAVSRLGDLVSPEPEVHDIERSEDDFIILACDGIWDVMGNEELCDFVRSRLE--LEKVCNEVVDTCLYKG-------------------SRDNMSVILICFP : 212 Hs2P8E
NGL-RYGLSSMQG-WV-EMEDAHTAVVWSFFAVYDGHA--------GSRVANYCSTHLLEHITTNVENVKNGIRTGFL-R-GSTAVGVMIS-HIYFINCGDSRAVLYRNGQVCFSTQDHKPCNPREKERIQNAGGSVMIQRVNGSLAVSRLGDLVSPEPEVYEILRAEEDFIILACDGIWDVMSNEELCEYVKSRLE--LENVCNWVVDTCLHKG-------------------SRDNMSIVLVCFS : 212 Ag2I0O
EFL-ASGSSSMQG-WI-SQEDAHNCILCSFFAVYDGHG--------GAEVAQYCSLHLPTFLKTVK-EFEKALKEAFL-D-GCTAVVALLH-DLYVANAGDSRCVVCRNGKALEMSFDHKPEDTVEYQRIEKAGGRVTLDGRVNGGLNLSIGDMISALPDIEKITVGPEDFMVLACDGIWNFMTSEQVVQFVQERIN--LSKICEELFDHCLAPHTRGDGT-------------GCDNMTAIIVQFK : 217 Hs2IQ1
: : LVSTAQGFSKFGD----DAYFINVDVLGVADGVGGGVDPSLFSSSLERLVLLPIGLIAASYYELLKGPGSSTACVLIDTLYSANLGDSGFMVVRKGQHYFNTPFQLSLAAGFMSFLVEEGDLIVTATDGLFDNLSDSMVLKELIERTAQNLAEKPDDITVLLSVVA : 162 BtE1BEW5
ISLENVGCASQIG-KK-ENEDRFDFA-VLYFAVYDGHG--------GPAAADFCHTHMEKCIMDL--NLETLLTLAFLLT-GTTATVALLR-ELVVASVGDSRAILCRKGKPMKLTIDHTPERKDEKERIKKCGGFVAWNSLGQPHVNGRIGDGVIAEPETKRIKLHHDDFLVLTTDGINFMVNSQEICDFVNQC----PNEAAHAVTEQAIQYG-------------------TEDNSTAVVVPFG : 209

FDIAVRQVPYFGEPEAGDGYMVDDLLVVIIDALGHGPNAADLARAMERFLNDLTWLMQSLHEHFMGSLGAAVTMLHLDQFSGVGIGNNLLRKVNHSAQSFAQPGVVGETLRQFQGTF-------------------------------------------------
---------MPSEYTSGDRISVEAALFGLVDGLGHGPAAAEAALRAIDAVKRLEVLIQLCHRLLTGTRGVAMTLARVDTLTWTGVGNVTADLVAKARSSALTGGIVGYEIRAQAISIRPGDLLVMSTDGIGEDYLGHVD----AVAIAEEILGETDDAMVLTARHR : 153 tr_H8JCY2_ : ---------MPSEYTSGDRISVEAALFGLVDGLGHGPAAAEAALRAIDAVKRLEVLIQLCHRLLTGTRGVAMTLARVDTLTWTGVGNVTADLVAKARSSALTGGIVGYEILAQAISIRPGDLLVMSTDGIGEDYLGHVD----AVAIAEEILGETDDAMVLTARHR : 153 tr_J9W678_ : ---------MPSEYTSGDRISVEAALFGLVDGLGHGPAAAEAALRAIDAVKRLEVLIQLSHRLLTGTRGVAMTLARVDTLTWTGVGNVTADLVAKARSSALTGGIVGYEIRAQAVSIRPGDLLVMSTDGIGEDYLGHVD----AVAIAEEILGETDDAMVLTARHR : 153 tr_J4JVH0_ : ---------MPSEYTSGDRIAVEAALFGLVDGLGHGPAAAEAALRAVDALTRVEVLIQLCHRLLVGTRGVAMTLARVDTLTWTGVGNVTAHLVAKARSSALTGGIVGYEIRAQVVSIRPGDLIVISTDGIAEDYLDHID----AVAIAEGLLGETDDAMVLAARHR : 153 tr_A0Q9X7_ : ---------MPSEYTSGDRIAIEAALFALVDGLGHGPPAAEAALRAVDTVTPIEVLIQLCHRALEGTRGVAMTLARIDTLTWAGVGNVTAHLVAKARSSALAGGIVGYEIRAQVVSIRPGDLLVMRTDGIIDDYLDHID----ALAIAEGLLGETDDAMVLAARHR : 153 tr_D5P8X4_ : IEWARAGRPLPSEYISGDRLAVEAALFGVVDGLGHGPEAATAALRAIDAVTRLEVLVQLCHRVLEGTRGVAMTLARVDTLTWTGVGNVTADLVAKSRSSALTAGIVGYEVLAQVVSIRPGDLLVMSTDGIAGDYLDHVD----AVVIAEELLGETDDAMVLTARHR : 162 tr_L7DM46_ : ---------MPSEYTSGDRIAIEAALFALVDGLGHGPPAAEAALRAVDTVTPIEVLIQLCHRALEGTRGVAMTLARIDTLTWTGVGNVTAHLVAKARSSALAGGIVGYEIRAQVVSIRPGDLLVMRTDG-------------------------TNTWTTSTSRHE : 132 tr_F7P588_ : IEWARAGRPLPSEYTSGDRIAIEAALFALVDGLGHGPPAAEAALRAVDTVTPIEVLIQLCHRALEGTRGVAMTLARIDTLTWTGVGNVTAHLVAKARSSALAGGIVGYEIRAQVVSIRPGDLLVMRTDG-------------------------TNTWTTSTSRHE : 141 tr_B9X9T8_ : -----AIKPAPGRAVSGDAYLVDRALLAVVDGLGLGSEAVIAANTAVSILRTVVSLFNRCHRSLMMSRGAVMTVACLDTATWLGVGNVEAILLRADVERLLHGGLVGYILRSRNILVRQNDLLVITSDGIVGDPSADIP----VQKIADYVLQGNDDALVLVARYV : 157 tr_H8GL06_ : IEHGIAARTLPGERVSGDQALVDGVLAAAIDGLGHGEAAQAAAGLAADTLEEPVALVGRCHAALKGTRGAAMSLASI-VMTWLGVGNVDARLLRIGRETLTRGGVVGYPLRAYQLSLTAGDLLIFTTDGINSGYFPAADPLLRVQDIADRILTTTDDAVVLVIRYR : 165 tr_N6WVC4_ : LDYALATQSHEDADVCGDTGLIEGVFLALIDGLGHGPDADEIARQARSYLESLVDIIQGLHQSLRRTKGAVVALCRINELNYAGVGNISAKLYAPNPITFPREGIVGDSPREETLILSPGMVLILHSDGLPAHKDFSGA----AQAIAEGLLFDDDDVSCIVVKVD : 162 tr_Q7NZP1_ : GELALVSRPCFGETVCGDGMVAGGVTLAILDALGHGAQAHVLAREMEAWLEPPAERLARLHRRFQGSLGAAVCLATV-LLACASVGNALLRVLQPELSLIGQPGTVGQRLRERRLQLRAGALLLLTTDGVPEHLPADALEALAAGRMGSQLMSWHDDAACIVARWN : 165 tr_H6L0Y5_ : FQLHYSWRNCRGEQCCGDAVLVSSIFLALIDSLGHGPKAAEMSDKLKDYLKPLDELLQKAHRHFEASRGAALAVCRL-RLEYIGLGNVVVRILEHQEQLLSKDGVLGQQFQITEHQLLPGYALMMYSDGIKGRPLYRKS----TPELLSDIIESYDDLSIVYLNLL : 161 tr_J1I4E0_ : FQLHYSWRNCRGEQCCGDAVLLNSIFLALIDSLGHGPKAAEMSDKLKAYLKPLDELLQKAHRHFEASRGAALAVCRL-RLEYIGLGNVVVR---------------------------------------------------------------------------
: LVTAGCGFGKYGD----DACFVSADVLGVADGVGGGVDPSQFSGTLERLVKNPIGILTTSYCELLKVPGSSTACIVVDRLHTANLGDSGFLVVRGGQHYFNTPFQLSIAADSTSFDVQLGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDYMILQELIQQTARSIAEKPDDITVLLSIVA : 162 RnD4A520
: LVTAGCGFGKYGD----DACFVSADVLGVADGVGGGVDPSQFSGTLERLVKNPVGILTTSYCELLKVPGSSTACIVVDRLHTANLGDSGFLVVRGGQHYFNTPFQLSIAADSTSFDVQLGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDYMILQELIQRTARSIAEKPDDITVLLSIVA : 162 OcXP_00271 : LVTAGCGFGKYGD----DACFVSADVLGVADGVGGGVDPSQFSGTLERLVKNPIGILTASYCELLKVPGSSTACIVVDRLHTANLGDSGFLVVRGGQHYFNTPFQLSIAADSTSFDVQLGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDYMILQELIQQTARSIAEKPDDITVLLSIVA : 162 MdF6QCG5
: LVTAGCGFGKYGD----DACFVSADVLGVADGVGGGVDPSQFSGTLERLVKNPVGILTTSYCELLKIPGSSTACIVVDRLHTANLGDSGFLVVRGGQHYFNTPFQLSIAADSTSFDVQLGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDYMILQELIQQTARSIAEKPDDITVLLSIVA : 162 GgE1BQP0
: LVTASCGFGKYGD----DACFVTADVLGVADGVGGGVDPSQFSGTLERLVKNPVGILTAGYCELLKVPGSSTACIVVDRLHTANLGDSGFLVVRGGQHYFNTPFQLSIAADSTSFDVQLGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDYMILQELIQQTARSIAEKPDDITVLLSIVA : 162 DrB0S510
: LVSASFGFGKYGD----DACFISADVLGVADGVGGGVDPSQFSGTLERLVKNPVGILTTSYYELLKVPGSSTACIVVDRLHTANLGDSGFLVVRGGQHYFNTPFQLSIAADSSSFDVQLGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDYMILQELIQQTAKSIAEKPDDITVLLSIVA : 162 XlQ6GR25
: LVTASCGFGKYGD----DACFITADVLGVADGVGGGVDPSQFSETLERLVKNPVGILTSSYRELLKVPGSSTACLVVDRLHTANLGDSGFLVVRAGQHYFNTPFQLSIAADSNSFDVQLGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDYMILQELIQQTARSIAEKPDDITVLLSIVA : 162 CiF6WRK0
: LVSAVSGFSKYGD----DACFVAADVLGVADGVGGGIDPSQFSKKLEMMVKQPADLLASGYNELLKVPGSSTACLVVDTLHTANLGDSGFMVVRKGQHFFNTPFQLSVDADTTSFDLELGDIILTATDGLFDNMPDHAILKELIKQTVWNIAEKPDDITILLSIVT : 162 IsB7Q5I3
: LQTATCGFPKFGD----DACFASFDVLGVADGVGGGVDPSLFSTALERVVNSPANIIASSYYELLKRHGSSTACVLVNLLYTANIGDSGFLVVRRGQHYFNTPFQLCLSADTSCFAVQEGDLILMATDGLFDNLPENMIVNELIQQTVNSLALKPDDITILLASVS : 162 NvA7SF16
: LVAVCCGFSKFGE----DAYFIFSNVLGVADGVGGGIDSSLFSSQLQRFVKSPIAIIKNAFQELTKASGSSTACIVVDTLLSVNLGDSGFLVVRKGQHYFNTPYQLAIAAESTSFNVEVDDLIVMGTDGLFDNLSTDQILTEIIQSLADSLAMKPDDITVLVAVVS : 162 DeB3NBB9
: FVSVVCGFAKYGE----DSWFKSADVMGVADGVGGGIDPGEFSSFLERLVQRPVNLLAYSYCELMKKPGSSTACVLINTVHTANIGDSGFMVVREGQHYFNTPFQLSLSADTMSFPVRDGDVILIATDGVFDNVPEKLMLQVLLQMTANSLALKPDDITVVLATVA : 162 DmQ9W0E2
: FVSVVCGFAKYGE----DSWFKSADVMGVADGVGGGIDPGEFSSFLERLVQRPVNLLAYSYCELMKKPGSSTACVLINTVHTANIGDSGFVVVREGQHYFNTPFQLSLSADTMSFPVRDGDVILIATDGVFDNVPEDLMLQVLLQMTANSLALKPDDITVVLATVA : 162 DmQ9W3R1
: LVSVTCGFAKFGE----DAWFMQACIMGVADGVGGGVDPGKFSMTLERMSHRPEILLERAYFDLLKCPGSCTACILAKTLYAANIGDSGFLVVRSGQHQFNTPYQLASSADTIQFPMQLGDVILLATDGVYDNVPESFLVEVLLQMAANTVALKPDDITVLLASVV : 162 TaB3S663
: LATNYSGFSKFGD----DAYFIHNYLTGVADGVGGGVDPSLFSHLLKSYAKFPLKILKTGYDTMLHPNGSSTACVMVDMLYSVNLGDSGFVIIRDHQHYFNAPYQLTCEADEYSFLLKSDDIIIMATDGLFDNMTGKQILDIVSQRIANCLVEKPDDITVIVACAR : 162 DmQ9VAH4
: LVTVVQGRSKFGE----DSWFVLAEVMGVADGVGGGVDAGRFAKELSGQTQSPRNMLIAGFQELSEHPGSSTACLATHTLYTANLGDSGFLVVRNGTHDFNTPYQLTVMAVSTRHSLLPGDLVLLATDGLFDNMPESMLLSILLLVGASRVVEKPDDITLILSSVE : 162 Aca4341592 : LASGAHMIPHGGE----DAYFLDGQVVGVADGVGGGIDSGLYSKSLKKAVEQPTRIMQKAYD--- HTKGSSTAVTLTD-VKYSNLGDSGFMVIRGDTHAFNTPYQIGTDAEEGRVAVEEGDIIVLGTDGLFDNLFDDQIVEIVADEVAEMIARKMDDITVVVSFVS : 158  Bn22912  : FDFGVSILPHQGE----DAAFVKSGMIGVADGVGGGIDAGLYARSLQKVSSFTNKVLVRAHQ---ATNGSCTVCLASH-MRAVNLGDSGFAVIRDRQHSFNFPFQIGSMADLYELELQAGDAVVLGTDGLFDNVFDDDIISVVAQQSARNLALKLDDTSVVIAFV-: 157  Cr6g256300 : LASGAFVLPHGGE----DWYFINHRAVGVADGVGGGVDAGAYARQLAVVADSAQEILERAYS---QTTGSSTACVAVN-LGVSNLGDSGLLILRAGQHGFNFPYQIGSSAQRFEVAVQPGDLLVLGTDGLWDNCFDEEVASVLVAKMAQVLAHKMDDITVVICQVQ : 158  VcD8THL8  : LTAGAFVLPHGGE----DWYFINRRAVGVADGVGGGVDAGAYARQLADVADESSEILERAYG---LTTGSSTACVAVN-LAVSNLGDSGLLILRAGQHGFNFPYQIGSSAQRFEIRVQPGDLILLGTDGLWDNCFDEELACVLAPKMAEVVAHKMDDITVLICLVQ : 158  CvE1ZHW0 :
: LLSGSCYLPHGGE ----DAHFIAEQAVGVADGVGGGVDAGKYSRELVTAIEDPARVLEKAYS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Me17960498 : LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGQYSRELVTAIQDPARVLEKAYS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIAVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Vv01009670 : FLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEHAIGVADGVGGGVDSGQYARELVTAIQDPARVLEKAHF---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVIRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVVIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVIAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Vv01019004 : LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGEYARELVTAIQDPSRVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIVAT-LQAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNSEVTAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSFIT : 158  RcB9R7R1 :
: LLSGSCYLPHGGE ----DAHFIERQAIGVADGVGGGINAGEYARELVSAIEDPGRVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-IHAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTFPVSPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVTAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Pt5G125700 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGEFSRELVSAIQDPARVLEKAHA---KTKGSSTACIITN-IRAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTVPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVAAVVPEAAAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Pt7G028900 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQVIGIADGVGGGVNAGEFSRELVNAIQDPARVLEKAHA---NMKGSSTACIIAK-LHAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLETSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVTAVVPEATAQKIAAKLDDVTVVVSYVT : 158  Ac00700162 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDRHAIGVADGVGGGINAGLFARELVKAIQNPARVLEKAHS---CTKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFVVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLECSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIS : 158  Gm2G058600 : LFSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGLFAQELVRAIQNPARVLEKAHS---CTKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSGEVFTIPVAPGDVVVVGTDGLFDNLYNEEVAEIVPLVTAQRIAVKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Gm16G14120 : LFSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGLFARELVRAIENPARVLEKAHS---CTKGSSTACIITT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGEVFTIPVAPGDVVVAGTDGLFDNLYNDEVTEVVPQVTAQKIAVKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  At4g165801 : LVSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIEEQALGVADGVGGGIDAGYYSRELVNAIQDPARVLEKAHT---CTKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFMVVREGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTVAVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAIVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVA : 158  Ppe005911m : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDAQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGHFSRELVRAIQDPSRVLEKAHS---CTKGSSTACIIGT-LQAINLGDSGFVVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFFIPVVPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVTAVLPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Cp158.2  : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDKQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGEFSRELLLALENPYRVLEKAHA---KTKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVVVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVSAVVPQATAQKVAAKLDDITVVISFVA : 158  Gm1G177100 : MLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGLFAPELVRAIQNPTRVLEKAHA---NTKGSSTACILIK-LHAINLSDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFPYQLESSGEVFTIPVASGDAVIAGTDGLFDNLYNSEITGVV----AQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIS : 154  Gm11G65900 : MLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGLFAQELVRAIQNLTRVLREAHA---NTKGSSTACIVAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFPYQLESSGEVFTIPVASGDVVISGTDGLFDNLYNSEITGVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIS : 158  Mt5g019790 : MLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGLYAQELARAIRNPVRVLEKAHS---KTKGSSTVCIIAIALNAINLGDSGFIVIRDGQRGFNFPYQLARSGEVFTVPVAPGDIIVAGTDGLFDNMYNNDIVGVVPQATAQKIAAKLDDLTVVVSYIS : 159  Cs201270.1 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIEEHVVGVADGVGGGIDAGKFARELINAIQDPAKVLEKAHS---GTTGSSTACIISS-LHAINLGDSGFIVIRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGEIFMIPVALGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYSNEISAVVPEATAQNIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Bd1g045201 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DGHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGLYAKELIGAIKDPSRVLEKAFI---STKGSSTACIIAT-IHAVNLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSAEVFRYPVATGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYTNEITTIVAQATAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVT : 158  Os3g594701 : LVSGSCYLPHGGE----DGHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGLYAKELMSAIKDPSRVLEKAYT---CTKGSSTACIVAK-IHAVNLGDSGFIIVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSAQTFHFPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYSNEISAIVPEATAKKIAAKLDDITVIVSYVT : 158  Sb1G043800 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEHVIGVADGVGGGVDAGLYAKELLSAIKDPTRVLEKAYM---STKGSSTACIITK-IHAVNLGDSGFVVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSAQVFHFPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEISGVIPQIAAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVK : 158  ZmAC210013 : FLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEHVIGVADGVGGGIDAGLYAKELMSAIKDPTRVLEKAYM---STKGSSTACIITK-IHAVNLGDSGFVVVRDGQHDFNLTYQLESSAQVFHFPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEISGVIPQVAAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVK : 158  ZmB4F9L2  : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEHVIGVADGVGGGVDAGLYAKELMSAIKDPTRVLEKAYI---STKGSSTACIITK-IHAVNLGDSGFVVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSAQVFHFPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEISGVIPQIAAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVK : 158  Si035555m : LVSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEHVIGVADGVGGGVDAGLYAKELMSAIKDPSRVLEKAYT---STKGSSTACIITK-IHAVNLGDSGFVVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSAQVFHFPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEISGVIPQIAAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVK : 158  Bd3g034801 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGLADGVGGGIDAGQYARDIVTAIEDLSRVLEKAHR---NTTGSSTACIVAT-IQAISLGDSGFILIRDGQHDFNFTYQLESAAQVFMVPAASGDVLVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158  AlD7MMD8  : LVSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIEEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGLFSRELVSAIQDPLLVLEKAHS---QTRGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFTVVREGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIDVESGDVIVAGTDGVYDNLYNEEITGVVPKATAQKIADKLDDITVVVSYVN : 158  At5g667201 : LVSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIEEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGLFSRELVSAIQDPLVVLEKAHS---QTKGSSTACIIVK-LHAINLGDSGFTVVREGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIDVQSGDVIVAGTDGVYDNLYNEEITGVVPKGTAQKIAEKLDDITAVVSYVT : 158  MgH00184.1 : LVSGVCYMPHGGE----DAHFIEEQVIGVADGVGGGVNAGIYARELVKAIRDPLLVLEKAHA---RTNGSSTACIICR-LHAINLGDSGFTIVRDGQHGFNFTFQLERSGQVFKIPVVAGDVIVAGSDGLFDNLYNKEIAAIVPDETAKKIADKLDDLTVLVSFVS : 158  Ac01500245 : LVSGSFYLPKKGQ----DSHFIEEQTIGVADGVGGGIDSGEYSRELVLAVKDPENVLNSAYL---NTKGASTACIITR-LHAVNIGDSGFRIYRGGQRGFNCPYQLGNLAEVLEVPTEDGDIVVAGTDGLFDNMFDSEIEEQLAHQMACNLADKIDDITVIVAYIV : 158  Ac00300030 : LVSGSFYLPKKGQ----DSHFIEEQTIGVADGVGGGIDSGEYSRELVLAVKDPENVLNSAYL---NTKGASTASIITR-LHAVNIGDSGFRIYRGGQRGFNCPYQLGNLAEVLEVPTEDGDIVVAGTDGLFDNMFDSEIEEQLAHQMACNLADKIDDITVIVAYIV : 158  Ppe021890m : MICGSYYWPKEGD----DAHFIQEQTIGVADGVGGGVDAGQYARELIMSVQDPRRVLNEAYA---DTKGSSTACIVTRVLHFVNVGDSGLMVFRNYQRSFNCPYQLGNSATEIEIRVFPGDIVVLGTDGLWDNMYPNEIEQVVPQALACLLADKMDDITVVVGHIM : 159  Ppe021121m : MICGSYYFPKKGH----DAHFIQEQTTGVADGVGDGVDASQYARELIKSVKDPRRVLNEAYV---KTKGSSTACILTKVLNFVNVGDSGFMVLRNYQHRFNHPYQLGYSATKTKIRVFPGDILVLGTDGLWDNMYPNEIVQFVPEALACALASKKDDITVVGNKAK : 159  Ppe1764901 : LICGSCYLPKLGE----DAHFIDAQTIGVADGVGGGVDAGEYARGLKKTATDPRKVLSEAYA---NNAGSSTACILSDTLHAVNVGDSGFMVFRDNQRSFNCPYQLGNAAEEFEVELRPGDIIVLGTDGLLDNIFASEIEEVICEELASYIANKIDDITVVVARVL : 159  Ppe022479m : LVCGSSYFPKLGE----DAHFIDAQTVGVADGVSSGIDAGEYARGLKQAATDAGKVLREAYV---NNFGSSTACILSDTLHAVNVGDSGFMVFRDAQRRFNCPFQLGNVALEFVVELAPGDIIVLGTDGLLDNMFASEIEEVLCAEVASTIATKIDDITVVVVHVV : 159  Ppe014726m : LVCGSCYLPKLGE----DAHFINGQTIGVADGVGGGVDAGVYARGLNQTAMNPRNVLNQAYA---NNAGSSTACILSNALHAVNVGDSGFMVFRDSQRMFNCPYQLGNAALEFVMEAVPGDIIVLGTDGLLDNMFPSEIEDVLCKELASAIANKIDDITVVVAQVS : 159  Ppe017442m : MVCGSCYLPKLGE----DAHFMDSQIIGVADGVGGGVDAGEYARGLKKMAADPRKVLSQAYA---NNAGSSTACILSDVLHAVNVGDSGFMVFRDSQRMFNCPYQLGNAALEFVVEIVPGDIIVLGTDGLLDNIFASEIEDISLGIRARTIATKIDGITVVVAIVA : 159  MgJ01693.1 : MIAESCYIPKAGE----DAHFFSAQVIGVADGVGGGIDAGEYARELEYEVKEPKEVLRQAFL---NTAGSSTACIISA-LTAANVGDSGFTVIRGGQYGFNFPYQLQNQAEEMTVEMESGDVVVAGTDGLFDNLFPEDIETIVMLSLSETLATKYDDITVVVARVV : 158  MgJ01694.1 : MIAGSFYIPKFGE----DAHFFSAQVIGIADGVGGGVDSGEYARELEYDVKGPKQVLRQAYS---DTAGSSTACIISA-LLAANVGDSGFMVIRAGQYRFNFPYQLQKQAAELTVEVEGGDIVVAGTDGLFDNLFVDEIETIVKLSLSEILATKYDDITVVVAHVV : 158  MgJ01695.1 : IIADSFYIPKAGE----DAHFFSAQVIGVADGVGGGIDSGEYARELEHYVRDPKKVLGKAYT---NTAGSSTACIISA-LTAANVGDSGFMVVRGGQYGFNWPYQLKKQAAELAVEVRSGDVVIAGTDGLFDNMFAGEIERIVKLPPSEILAMKYDDITVVVAYVV : 158  Mg17686264 : MLAESYYIPKTGD----DATFFSAQVIGVADGVGGGIDAGEYARQLYAAAVDPKEVLRHAFL---NTAGSSTACIISAILRAANVGDSGFMVIRGGQHSFNFPYQLEYQAAELAVEVESGDVVVAGTDGLFDNLFAGDIERIVMFSLSETLARKLDDITVVVAYVV : 159  Cs057660.1 : VEIGSSYIPKLGE----DAHFVDKNTAGVADGVGGGIDAGEYARDLVASVVYPKRVMTEAHS---RTTGSSTACLISD-LRAANLGDSGFMIFRGERRGFNCPYQMGTVAWSGKIRMEAGDIIVVGTDGLLDNVFEREIVELLAVELATMVAEKIDDITVVVAKVT : 158  RcB9SG89  : MNIGSFYLPKLGE----DAHFVEKDTIGVADGVGGGIDPGKYARELVMVLKNPRRVLEEAYL---NTLGSSTACIMTGFLKYVNLGDSGLMVFRDRQRGFNHPYQLGRLAYEDKVAVKAGDIVVAGTDGWLDNMFPFEVLEIIAEILAWMIAEKYDDITVVVAMIE : 159  Cp14.253 : LDSGSFYLPKRGD----DAHFVTHQTVGVADGVGGGVDAGNFARELHGEV-DPRKVLNEAFL---KTKGSSTACVLTK-LIAVNVGDSGFMVLREKQHRFNYPYQLGKSALHIEVGVMAGDVVIVGTDGLWDNIHPTQIEYILPKEIAERIGAKKDDITVLVAFVK : 157 MgJ01692.1 : MTGASVCFPMRGE----DAHFIKYQTIGVADGVGGGIDAGKYSRQLVRSLRNPKRVLQHAYK---RTTGSSTACIVTS-LRAANVGDSGFLVIRNGQRGFNCPYQLGIICDEIEFSVKSGDVVVAGTDGLFDNVGESEVVEIILNRQVSYLANKRDDITVIIARIE : 158 Cp77.28
: MVSSALYIPKEGE----DALFFKMQTIGVADGVGGGVDAGEYARQLIVALANPKRVLKEAFR---NTKGASTACIITRTLLAANLGDSRFRVFRDGQHYFNCPYQMGNDAEELTVKVMAGDIVIAGTDGLFDNIYNVEIEKILPKKLVSTILDKVDDISMIVGLIQ : 159 Vv01033565 : MNLESYYIPKKGE----DAHFIDYQTIGVADGVGGGVDEGKYARELVLALDNPMMVLNEAYF---KTKGSSTACIITTYLHVVNVGDSGFMLFRDGQRGFNCPYQLGRSAEELKVAVKERDILVVGTDGLFDNMFVSEMKEIIPKELAWTLAEKANNPSFPIEHRV : 159 Vv01008770 : MDLGSFYIPDKGD----DAYFIHHQTIGLADGVAGGIDGGEYARQLVTTLYYPQIVLEKAYS---NTNGSSTACIITM-LNVVNVGDSGFMLFRNGQYFFNCPYQLGKIAKELIIGVRAGDVVVVGTDGLFDNVFVSEMEVAIPQLLAKLLAEKPDDITVIVARIK : 158 Sm141804
: LVSGACYLPHGGE----DAHFINEKVVGVADGVGGGVDAGQYARELIIAAQDPVRILVRAHS---KTKGSSTACILAS-LQAANLGDSGFIVLRNGQHLFNIPYQLEHCAQVFSVQVAAGDVIVVGTDGLFDNVYDTEVASVVPQLTAEKLATKMDDITVVVSYIA : 158 Pt01s39000 : MNMGTCYFPKLGQ----DAHFIERQTFGVADGVGGGIDSGIFARELLTSLRNLKKILLKAHS---KTAGSSTACVVSK-LCYANVGDSGFMVFRGKQNYFNCPFSLGNSVFLGEFDVEQGDIVVAGSDGVFDNLFGSEIEEILPQDLAWTIATKIDDITVIVAMIE : 158 Pt05s17490 : VNPGSNPFLKLGE----DAHFIERQTFGVADGVGGGIDSGIFARELLTALRNLKKILLKAHS---KTVGSSTACVVTK-LCYANVGDSGFMVFRGKHSFFNYPFSLGNSVFLGEFDVEQGDIVVAGTDGLFDNLFGSEIEEILPQALAWTIATRVDPVTFRKPGST : 158 -TLFHWGIGFRRGDIVVAGTDGLFDNLFGSEIEEILPQDLAWTIATKVDDITVIIAVIE : 62  Pt9G021300 : LVSGCFYLPKLGQ----DAHFHTKRTIGVADGVTGAIDSGIYARELVAKLGNPKRVLKTAHF---KTVGSSTACVVSN-LCYANVGDSGFLVFRSNQRRFNHPYQLNNIADEGEFEVEAGDVVVLGTDGLLDNLFAHEIEDILPQQIAVAIGVKYDDITVIVARIE : 158  MgI00841.1 : FEAQSFYIPKYGE----DAHFIAAQVIGVADGVGGGIDAGEYARELENAVYYPSTILQEAAH---RTEGSSTACIVST-LMAANVGDSGFAVIRKGQHAFNHPYQLGNKADNVSVRVEVGDVVVVATDGLFDNLHPKEIEDIVPEDLAR--TAKKDDITVVVAHIV : 156  Ppa11G7910 : LLSGACCLPHGGE----DAYFIEEQVVGVADGVGGGVDAGDYARELRIAVADPARVMFRAHA---RTKGSSTACILAS-LQAANLGDSGFMLMRNGQHQFNIPFQLESAAEVFSLQVAAGDVLVAGTDGLFDNLYDNELVGVVPQVTAEKIVAKMDDITVVVSYIT : 158  Ppa1807164 : LLSGACCLPHGGE----DAYFIEEQVVGVADGVGGGVDAGDYARELRIAVADPARVMFRAHA---RTKGSSTACILAS-LQAANLGDSGFMLMRNGQHQFNIPFQLESAAEVTMLD----------------NL-------LV----------PMPFLC-------: 118  Cs057820.1 : IQFGSLYIPKQGE----DAHFIPDKVFGVADGVGAGIDSGEYARALAAAAKDPRRILTKGYM---KTKGSSTACILAR-LKAANIGDSGFMIFREKQHRFNCPFQLMDQPWECRVEVWPGDIVVAGTDGLLDNVFASEIEKVLPGKLAWRLAEKIDDITVIVGHVQ : 158  Mg17697018 : MVVDCFYIPKYGE----EAHFFEAQVIGVADGVGGGIDAGEYARELEFAVDDPKKILTEAFY---RTEGSSTACIVSA-LAAANIGDSGFLVMREG------------SAEELVVGLQGGEVVVVGSDGLFDNLFPEEIETIVPEDLAR--AAKCDDVTVVVAHIV : 144  Pt1G089200 : MISGSSYIPMQGD----DAHFIEKKTVGVADGVGGGIDAGEYARQLEYAVVDPRKVLDAAYS---KTKGSSTACILTD-LTTVNMGDSGFLVIRK-------------DGDVTTLPVEAGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYPRQIEELVPQDVAWAVAGKEDDITVIVSCIV : 145  OtQ01BZ3  : LCARGANAPHGGE----DAWFAGGGVLGVADGVGGGVDPGLYARVLLREIAAAKDAMAAAQR---ETKGAATMCVVRD-LRCANVGDSGFRVVRDGQHYFNCPYQLAYDAEEFEVKVRVGDIVVLGSDGLFDNVFDEEIAAVAAGAAAQALVKKMDDITVIVAGVV : 158  OtQ01GJ0 : -ETQGSCTACIAMKILDVANLGDAGALVAREGQHEFNLPYQLGWASERSEISLSPGDVLVLGSDGLWDNVPHAEVAALCAEECAEAIATKMDDIAVVVAFID : 107  Cr6g257850 : LQLAVCYLPHGGE----DAHFIGGGMMGVADGVGGGVNPADYSRTLRAYLEDPRGALEAAHM---NTKGSATACVMQDVLAAANLGDSGFLVIRDGQHYFDCPLQFGAMADLYSITLRPGDVIVAGTDGLWDNCYLSEIIAMSAQSSADAIAAKMDDITVLVAFVE : 159  VcD8UI13  : LRTSVCYLPHGGE----DAHFIGGGVLGVADGVGGGVNPADYSRTLRAYLEDPRGALEAAHM---NTKGSATACVLQDVLMAANLGDSGFVVIREAQHYFDCPLQFGAMADIYRIALQPGDVIVAGTDGLWDNCYVTEIIPLLVQASADAIAAKMDDITVLVSFVD : 159  Ac00400441 : ICVGTHLIPHGGE----DAFFVNGGVLAIADGVSGNIDPALFPRDLSNLIEEPQILLKKAHA---ATSGSATVVVAMEILKIANVGDCGLQIIRQGEHYFDCPYQLSSDAMVSEVELLEGDTIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVSMIVAEAAKALAT-MSDLEHMSRKIE : 158  AlD7LBK9  : LSVGIHAIPHGGE----DAFFVRGGVMAVADGVSGDVDPSLFSKELSRLVDDPGFLIDKAHT---ATTGSATIILAMEILKIGNVGDCGLKLLREGEHYFDCPYQLSSDASFSIVEVQKGDVIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIISIVVAISSRLLAEKLDDVTVIVAKVV : 159  At2g301701 : LSVGIHAIPHGGE----DAFFVRGGVMAVADGVSGDVDPSLFSKELSRLVDDPGFLIDKAHT---ATTGSATIILAMEILKIGNVGDCGLKLLREGEHYFDCPYQLSSDASFSIVEVQKGDVIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVSIVVAESSRLLAEKLDDVTVIVAKVV : 159  At2g301702 : --------------------------MAVADGVSGDVDPSLFSKELSRLVDDPGFLIDKAHT---ATTGSATIILAMEILKIGNVGDCGLKLLREGEHYFDCPYQLSSDASFSIVEVQKGDVIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVSIVVAESSRLLAEKLDDVTVIVAKVV : 137  Gm18G05750 : FCVGTCLIPHGGE----DAFFVNGGVIAVADGVSGDVDPSLFPRELSNFVGDPQILIRKAHA---ATFGSATVIVAMETLKIANVGDCGLRLIRNGEHYFDCPFQLSSDAAVCNVELIQGDTIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVPTIVAEAGKALANKLDDITVIVGQIV : 159  Mt3g031360 : FSFGTCLIPHGGE----DAFFVNGGVIAVADGVSGDVDPSLFPRELYNFVQDPQILIRKAHA---ATFGSATVIVAMENLKIANVGDCGLRVIRNGEHYFDCPYQLSSDAMVSNVELMEGDTIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIALTVVSEAAKALANKLDDITVVVGQVV : 159  Me012597m : FCVGTHLIPHGGE----DAFFVNGGVIAVADGVSGNVDPSLFPQELSCLVGDPQILLGKAHA---ATSGSATVIVAMEMLKIANVGDCGLRVVRRGEHYFDCPYQLSSDAMVSNMELMEGDTIVMGSDGLFDNIFDSEIVATIVTGAAKALANKLDDITVIVGRVV : 159  RcB9RRI5  : VCVGTHLIPHGGE----DAFFVNGGVIAVADGVSGDVDPSLFPRELSCLVGDPQILIRKAHA---ATSGSATVIVAMEMLKIANVGDCGLRVIRGGEHYFDCPYQLSSDAMVSSVELMEGDTIVMGSDGLFDNVFSEEIVSTIVAEAAKALANKLDDITVIVGRVV : 159  PtB9GH69 : :
: SSSGYNFTPDSGE----DAFFVGAVAFAVADGVGGRVDPADFSHALAQSAIRAKNLLQTGYDQVVETIGGSTASVGVYRIELANLGDSGSVLLRLATHGFNTPYQLSIDAAVTNLHMQHGDVLILATDGVFDNLNNQDMLKLVQSLIAATIAGKVDDISVIAVVVD : 162 FgXP_38578 : SFIAFHFNP-SGH----DAFFVGSVAFGVADGVGGGVDPADFSHGFALAAHTARQLMQKGYEAICRSLGGSTACVAIGNLEVANLGDSGFLQLRLNTHAFNTPFQLSLDADVTQHALRHGDIIVLATDGVLDNLFNQDILRIAQSALATELVTKVDDICVVVAVVN : 161 ScP38797
: YKTAVAFQPKTGE----DNYFVHDIFAGVADGVGGGYDSSAISRELDEAAETPKKIIGAAYAKIRKVVGGTTAIVAH-KLEVANLGDSWCGVFRDSTVGFNAPYQLSIDADEYSFQLKKKDIIILATDGVTDNIATDDIELFLLQLLSQKFVDKEDDITVVVVRVD : 161 Cr7g334750 : LVLGACNIPHGGE----DAYFLGRGAMGVADGVGSGVDPANYSRDLAYSIECARLALADAHL---TVKGSSTSMVALPVLQVINLGDSGLRLIRNGAHAHNMPYQLACQGDLYNIHLEAGDILIMATDGLFDNLWPEAMLEIVPSKIARALARKPDDTTVLVAVVV : 159 VcD8TXC0
: LVMGACNIPHGGE----DAFFIGRGALGVADGVGSGVDPAAYSRDLAASLEPARMALADAHL---AVKGSCTGLIGVPNLQVLNLGDSGLRLVRGGSHSHNMPYQLACQGDLYSIPLEAGDIIIMATDGLYDNLWPEAMLDIVPEG-------KPDDVTVVVAVAV : 152 NgD2VGQ6
: FLASVSKIQYLGE----DFYFYTNYYLGVSDGVGGGVDSSKVSRDIKYYASKPNEILTMAYDKELQLNGSTTACVLHDSLSYTNIGDSGFMILRKSSRGLKAPYQLSFDAVTNIITLKEEDIIIMGSDGLFDNIKTDYVAEYVVPKLARELAEKIDDIVCLCAKVV : 162 NgD2VM13
: VSVYSKQKPMTGE----DAYYCEVYSFGIADGVGGEIDPSLVSRQLKMIISKALELPQVIHPKILQVKGGTTACVLFKQLSYANLGDSGFAVVNK-QHYFNAPYQLSISADINCCTLREGDFIILATDGLFDNLFDQDILKIMCHSIAKKLVQKSDDVTVCCVSVC : 161 Ps131054
: LHSFAMSIPHGGE----DAFFLDVLAMGVADGVGSGVSARQYAQELHQAVQEPSEVLHAAWSTVLQKEGSSTACVLADELHGVNLGDSGFLIIRDKLHYFNCPFQLGFNGMRLRVPVLEGDLIILATDGLFDNVDEEVLLEIVLETMTRKLVQMPDDITIIAARVT : 162 TpB8BUE5
: LNVGVAEYPHLSE----DAYFVNVLYMGVADGVGSGVDPRDFSHKLGNVLSSPAELLAQSYE---ITKGSATACVGLDQLHFSNIGDSGIIVLRHILKSFNHPFQMGWDSCTSSVHILRGDIIIMATDGLFDNVDIDDIASIAIPSLADILCQE-------FAFLL : 152 MbA9UVZ4
: LIVHSVAYPHAGE----DAYAI-LHGLFLADGVHAGIDAGAWARELHDSAATLVEMVEHVYQ---QLLGSSTLVSACDALDVYNLGDSGLSVLRRREHRFGCPYQLGHAGLVKTLALQPDDIVVMGSDGLWDNLLPSDMARIC-RTLHHRLAAWHGVVEGSCPLVT : 157 Cr1g036200 : IVASGLAVPHGGE----DSYFYHVFAMGVADGVFMGIDSGDFSRALEASVLDVVKVLQDAAS---GAAGSSTACVVLNQLLAANLGDSGCLLLRDGEHDFGRPYQLGHKCDVATRAVRRGDVLVLGTDGLLDNLSDVEIAEEVPSIIAQRLARKPDDITVLCAV--: 157 VcD8U5M4
: LTVSGVAVPHGGE----DAYFYAVLGMGVADGVYMGIDSGDFSRALRDSVMDVVRVMQDAVS---GALGSSTACIVLNQLFAANLGDSGCLLLR-AEHDFGRPYQLGHMCHVATQSVRPGDVLVLGTDGLYDNLSDVEIADEVSMVIAQRLARKPDDITVLCAVAV : 158 Ot32153
: MNTAAMMLPKGGE----DAFAIRASLIAVSDGVSAGVDSGAYSRELDTAAESPRKLLSRAWK---GAKGSATATLVRE-LSAAVVGDSQFVVIRDDEIAFNTPYQLPADARKITLDMREGDVVILGTDGFFDNLFPEDIKRITPAALTEALLEKPDDITVVVGVVT : 158 DdQ54JD8
: LKIKNLEIESICE----DSHFLDFTTIGVADGVGSGIDPGEYSRFLYGQSLKPYELIESAYR---ESVGSSTICILKI-VYSGLVGDSSFIQIRKDTHKPNFPYQLGQSGVYMEHPIQENDIFVIGTDGFFDNIFDQEIVKAIIESFFKCLMEKNDDITVGCFVIS : 158 ChQ5CLN7
: LSIGSCSHPHGGE----DAHFYEENVIGIADGVGEGVNPKLFASELREAYLGPQNLLMEGYK---NTQGSSTAFVACDKLQISYLGDSGIIILRRTQHSFNCPFQLSRHSITKEITLSQSDLIVVATDGLFDNLFDYEICSICPHNISKALANKLDDITVVVAWVV : 159 TvA2FNQ8
: -MSNVNQLPNMGD----DAYFIEHNSFGVADGFGVGDNSSYWPREFKEHSDTSYEIAKTAYENLARNRGSTTFSIVKS-LYFYTLGDSSCAVLRDYVHDENFPYQIGTEAGQWVI-PEFEDTIICATKGLWKNVGKQEIERIAPYQLAKNLADNLHDTTVVASYVC : 159 AnXP001388 : LTTHKRLSVRNGD----DAVLVAENYLAVNDGVGARGHAALWSRLLALEVEDPIGYLQRAYE---ETIGTTTSVTALHLLYVTNIGDCKVFVIREKWHWFDCPMQLGTDAVLSLVDMQEDDLVVAVSDGILDNLWEHEILTIIPPALARELLK--DDPTVLAAICS : 157 FgXP380611 : LSTHRRAFVHNGD----DAVYASDYFICANDGVGARGHAGLWSRLVSSAIENPIASLQSAYD---RTLGTTTVCGAQYVLYVTNLGDCQVMVLRTEWHWFDCPRQLGTNAIVDKIDLEVGDVVLAMTDGVIDNLWEHEIVASIPEAAAQDLIEKLDDISVVAALCV : 159 LmE9AD96
: LDVGAYGIPKVGE----DAYFIRENAMGIADGVGGNNSRGLFAKRL--AVENPNPILERAYDNTLNSKGSSTALLAVDAIRIVHVGDCMGMLVRDEWWNYNTPVQLGPTAHTCIIPVKKDDILILASDGLSDNLWDEEVLDEVPEELSEALCSKKDDISVIVAVIS : 160 ChQ5CGW9
: FFGAAISSQHINA----DSWLVSWNLLGIADGVSSGFDPSQLPSELVENIRIPFHILCRSCS---NCAGSTTCLLCFD-LWVSNVGDSQMIVLRPSQHFFNCPHQLTIVSQSFRVDVNPGDLIIIGTDGIFDNIFDEDIIDIVPIMIAKELLTKPDDITVIVAFVA : 158 Bn72159
: TDIGGCFASVHGD----DAVGFGPSYMVVADGVSG---SGVLARMLLTSLAQSMQAIKSARK---KGRLDSTISAVYDQMFVYTIGDCKCVVFRGSIYDFNVPAVVSSEVQIQTFEYEAGDVCLLFSDGVHDNLYVDDIAACLAEDMARRIVQKRDDISVCTAVLA : 156 Ps131748
: HEIGGCFQSVHGD----DAVGFGPGYMVVADGVSG---SGVLARMLLTHLAQSMQAIKSARK---KGRLDSTISAVYDQMFVYTIGDCKCVVFRGDIYDFNVPAVVSSEVQIQVFEYEEGDVCLLFSDGVHDNIYVDDIVSCVAEEIARRTVQKRDDISVCAAVLA : 156 Pc573107
: ----MKSSPRHGE----DA---SSYFHIVADGVSSGYDGTPVSSAI--VVREASQAFEHAVKTARKSRLATTLVVSYNRLLTFSLGDSKCLVVRNGLREFNVPTVVNLDYVVQSFALQEGDVCLTFSDGLGDNVYKEDITAALLQSVCDQLVEKPDDITLFMTRFV : 153 Ps561228
: LPGAIVNNPIHAE----DA---SAYFHIVADGVSSNYDGAPVSSAI--VVREPDQAFESAIKTARKSRLATTLAVSYNKLMTFSLGDCKCLVVRNGLREFNVPTVVNLDYVVQSFGLQEGDVCLTFSDGLGDNVYKDDITAALLQSVCDQLVNKPDDITLFMTRFV : 157 : ---TGYNAGKTHEDQASCESCHYWSLFDGHA-GSGAAVVASRLLQHITEQGALESAFKEMDLQIISGGCTALIVICLLGKLYVANAGDSRAIIIRQRLQYLAFMQGDHDLKVRIYDLSSDDVLILATDGLWDVLSNEEVAEAIPHLAAQDLVMRARSGDDISVYVIPLI : 165 HsPPM1J
: ---TGYNAGKRHEDQACCECFYYWGLFDGHA-GGGAAEMASRLLHRIREQGAVENAFQLMDEQMVEGGCCALVVIYLLGKVYVANAGDSRAIIVRQRLQLLGFLKGDHSLKVRVYDLTPDDVLVLGTDGLWDVTTDCEVAATVHSALAQALVLGARSGDDISVFVIPLG : 165 HsPPM1M
: : : :
GGEDAFFI-SDFDGGV-FGIADGVSNVLFSKELVNHLAVTSEEVRGDPKVLLGKAHAATSS-KGAATAIVATLLG---LRVASVGDCGLRLVRDGNVVFATSPQPYQFSSEV--TAEDSAVHEITIVAGDVVVMGSDGLFDFDRDIAATV--TA--LATMANDDITVLVGVVA : 161 Sm25080170 : GGEDAFFI-SDFDGGV-FGIADGVSNVLFSKELVNHLAVTSEEVLRDPKVLLGKAHAATSS-KGAATAIVATLLG---LRVASVGDCGLRLVRDGKVVFATSPQPYQFSSEV--TAEDSAVHEITIVAGDVVVMGSDGLFDFDRDIAATV--TA--LATMANDDITVLVGAVA : 161 Sm15068
GGEDAFFI-SDFDGGV-FGIADGVSNVLFSKELVNHLAVTSEEVLP--------------------CSIVATLLG---LRVASVGDCGLRLVRDGKVVFATSPQPYQFSSEV--QSQYFQVHEITIVAGDVVVMGSDGLFDFDRDIAATV--TA--LATMAN-----------: 131 At2g301701 : GGEDAFFV-SSYRGGV-MAVADGVSDVLFSKELMANASVDDQEVRYDPGFLIDKAHTATTS-RGSATIILAML-E---LKIGNVGDCGLKLLREGQIIFATAPQPYQLSSEG--TYLDASFSIVEVQKGDVIVMGSDGLFDFDHEIVSIV--SSRLLAEVASDDVTVIVAKVV : 162 PtB9GH69
GGEDAFLV-SDYNGGV-IAVADGVSNVLFPQELMANASVEDEEVNYDPQILIRKAHAATSA-VGSATVIVAML-E---LKIANVGDCGLRAIRGDRIIFSTSPQPYQLSSEM--TYLDAVVSRVEVMEGDTIVMGSDGLFDFDHEIVSTV--AAKALANLASDDITVIVGQVV : 162 VvD7SJQ3
GGEDAFFV-SSYNGGV-VAVADGVSNVLFPKELMANASVGDEEVNYDPQILLKKAHTATSS-KGSATVIVAML-E---LKIASVGDCGLRVIRKGKLIFSTLPQPYQLSSEV--TYLDATVTSVKLLEGDTIVMGSDGLFDFDHEIVSTI--AAKALADLASDDITVVVGQVV : 162 Os1g070901 : GGEDAFFV-NGDDGGV-FAVADGVSDVLFSRELMAHTSLKDEEVNHDPQLLLMKAHAATTS-VGSATVIIAML-E---LKIASVGDCGLKVIRKGQVMFSTCPQPYQLSSEA--TYLDALVCTVNLMEGDMIVSGSDGFFDFDQEIVSVI--AAKALAELARDDITVIVAQVK : 162 Ppa1804320 : GGEDAYFV-SNYGGGV-LGIADGVGNVLYSKELMAHAEVSSEEMEFNAQMLLAKAHAATNS-IGAATAIVALL-E---LHVASVGDCGIRILRQGRVVFASQPQPYQFSSEQ--SAADAMVFKAELKEGDSIVMGSDGLFDYDRDVETTL--SAKALAALASDDITVIVAHVV : 162 Ppa11G2700 : GGEDAYFV-SDYGGGV-LGIADGVSNVLYSRELMANAEVSSEEMDFDAQMLLEKARTATTS-IGAATVIVALL-E---LHGASVGDCGLRILRRGRIVFATQPQPYQFSSDP--SAADAVVFKTDLEQGDMVVLGSDGLFDYDQDIESVL--GANALAVLASDDITVIVAHVV : 162 VcD8UI13
GGEDAHFI-SEYGGGV-LGVADGVGGVDYSRTLMQLARSSRQGVHIDPRGALEAAHMNTKV-PGSATACVLQL-D---LMAANLGDSGFVVIREARELVRSKPLPLQFGAFP--TADMADIYRIALQPGDVIVAGTDGLWDYVTEIIPLL--SADAIAAAARDDITVLVSFVD : 162 Cr6g257850 : GGEDAHFI-SDYGGGM-MGVADGVGGVDYSRTLMLMSRASRHGVLIDPRGALEAAHMNTKV-PGSATACVMQL-D---LAAANLGDSGFLVIRDGKELIRSKPLPLQFGAFP--TADMADLYSITLRPGDVIVAGTDGLWDYLSEIIAMS--SADAIAATARDDITVLVAFVE : 162 OtQ01GJ0
--------------------------------------HDETQV------------------IGSCTACIAMLKD---LDVANLGDAGALVAREGEVVYQTSPQPYQLGWAKVYRPEASERSEISLSPGDVLVLGSDGLWDPHAEVAALC--CAEAIATLAFDDIAVVVAFID : 112 Cv135009
GGEDAFFV---SELGGGAGIADGVGGIDYSKSFMATAPADGAAAAAEPAEALDAAHRSTRL-PGSATACVLRL-D---LDAANLGDSGFLVIRDGQLHFQSPAMPLQFGMPP--YAQDAAVFSLQLQPGDAIVLATDGLLDPQEEIVGLA--AAAALAAAAADDITVVCA---: 158 At4g165801 : GGEDAHFI--CAEEQA-LGVADGVGGIYYSRELMSNSVQDEPKGSIDPARVLEKAHTCTKS-QGSSTACIIAL-T---LHAINLGDSGFMVVREGHTVFRSPVQTYQLESGR--LPSSGQVFTVAVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDYNNEITAIV--TAQKIAALARDDITVVVSYVA : 161 Me17960498 : GGEDAHFI--CSDEQA-IGVADGVGGVQYSRELMSNSVQEEPKGLIDPARVLEKAYSSTKA-RGSSTACIIAL-T---LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGCTVFRSPVQTYQLESGN--LPSSGQVFTIAVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDYNNEITAVV--TAQKIAALARDDITVVVSYIT : 161 Gm11G65900 : GGEDAHFI--CTDEQA-IGVADGVGGVLFAQELISNLVQKEPKGSFNLTRVLREAHANTKV-KGSSTACIVAL-T---LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGCTIFESPSQPYQLESGN--LPSSGEVFTIPVASGDVVISGTDGLFDYNSEITGVV--TAQKIAALARDDITVVVSYIS : 161 Si035555m : GGEDAHFI--STDEHV-IGVADGVGGVLYAKELMRNSMKDEPEGTIDPSRVLEKAYTSTKA-RGSSTACIITL-K---IHAVNLGDSGFVVVRDGRTVLRSPSQTYQLESGG--LPSSAQVFHFPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDYNNEISGVI--AAQKIAALARDDITVVVSYVK : 161 MgH00184.1 : GGEDAHFI--CEEEQV-IGVADGVGGVIYARELMSNSVRENTDSDVDPLLVLEKAHARTNA-MGSSTACIICL-R---LHAINLGDSGFTIVRDGQIIFESPVQTFQLERGN--MPSSGQVFKIPVVAGDVIVAGSDGLFDYNKEIAAIV--TAKKIADVARDDLTVLVSFVS : 161 Ppa1807164 : GGEDAYFI--CSEEQV-VGVADGVGGVDYARELMLQSRAQEPHGYIDPARVMFRAHARTKC-PGSSTACILAL-S---LQAANLGDSGFMLMRNGRTVFKSPVQPFQLESG---PPSAAEVTMLD-----------------------LV---------------CSPMPFLC : 124 Ppa11G7910 : GGEDAYFI--CSEEQV-VGVADGVGGVDYARELMLQSRAQEPHGYIDPARVMFRAHARTKC-PGSSTACILAL-S---LQAANLGDSGFMLMRNGRTVFKSPVQPFQLESG---PPSAAEVFSLQVAAGDVLVAGTDGLFDYDNELVGVV--TAEKIVALARDDITVVVSYIT : 160 Sm141804
GGEDAHFI--CDNEKV-VGVADGVGGVQYARELMVQSIQQEPHGLVDPVRILVRAHSKTKC-KGSSTACILAL-S---LQAANLGDSGFIVLRNGKTVFKSPVQPYQLEHG---PPTCAQVFSVQVAAGDVIVVGTDGLFDYDTEVASVV--TAEKLATLAKDDITVVVSYIA : 160 Cp14.253 : RGDDAHFV--SHTHQT-VGVADGVGGVNFARELMMNAHEVESSEVVDPRKVLNEAFLKTKA-EGSSTACVLTL-K---LIAVNVGDSGFMVLREKKLMYRSPPQPYQLGKSE--RPQSALHIEVGVMAGDVVIVGTDGLWDHPTQIEYIL--IAERIGAVAFDDITVLVAFVK : 161 RcB9SG89
LGEDAHFV :
--CKEKDT-IGVADGVGGIKYARELMENCVKDEPKGSVNPRRVLEEAYLNTLS-KGSSTACIMTLGD---LKYVNLGDSGLMVFRDRRLMYKSPVQPYQLGRCS--TPSLAYEDKVAVKAGDIVVAGTDGWLDFPFEVLEII--LAWMIAENALDDITVVVAMIE : 162
LGDDAYFTFDSTTHSM
-IGIADGVGGSLVSNRIMSECLKCCENGERDPRNVMKQSFENIVKDKGSSTVCIASI-D---LSVCNFGDSQY----------------------------------------DIILLFTDGVCDFQSEILEIC--IACSIVKKSKDDITCVCQIIE : 126 Ps556737
CGEDSFFL-------TPVGVADGVGGVKISRSLMRNAAQTASNESATTQQVLAHGYNQALLDAGSTTACIVRL-K---LEYSNLGDSGFVVIRNGEIIFRSKFQPYQLAKIPLRHPDDADSGEIDVQDGDLVVLATDGVWDFAPDLQKAP--SWRRYWSGELDDITVVVAKVV : 160 Pc18840
CGEDSFFI-------TPVGVADGVGGVKISRSLMRNAAQTANNESSSTQQVLAHGYNQALLDAGSTTACIVRL-K---LEYSNLGDSGFVVIRDGEIIFRSKFQPYQLAKIPLRHPDDADSGEIDVQDGDLVVLATDGVWDFAPDLEKAP--SWRRYWSGELDDITVIVAKVV : 160 Cr7g334750 : GGEDAYFL-SAAGRGA-MGVADGVGGVNYSRDLMRAAASGAKVC-----ARLALADAHLTVKAGSSTSMVALLPP---LQVINLGDSGLRLIRNGRLAMATRPQPYQLACPD--CTVQGDLYNIHLEAGDILIMATDGLFDWPEAMLEIV--IARALARTAADDTTVLVAVVV : 159 VcD8TXC0
: GGEDAFFI-SSAGRGA-LGVADGVGGVAYSRDLMRAAASLEASAGKIP-ARMALADAHLAVKAGSCTGLIGVLPP---LQVLNLGDSGLRLVRGGRLAMATRPQPYQLACPD--STVQGDLYSIPLEAGDIIIMATDGLYDWPEAMLDIV--GEDGIGKHAPDDVTVVVAVAV : 163 VcD8U5M4
GGEDAYFY-CVGQNNAVMGVADGVYGIDFSRALMRLARSVMAGNV----DVVRVMQDAVSGAQGSSTACIVLV-N---LFAANLGDSGCLLLRP---AANDDPHPYQLGHHP--SVEMCHVATQSVRPGDVLVLGTDGLYDSDVEIADEV--IAQRLARLAFDDITVLCAVAV : 157 Cr1g036200 : GGEDSYFYCEGKNHVFAMGVADGVFGIDFSRALMRLSESVLSGSA----DVVKVLQDAASGAQGSSTACVVLV-N---LLAANLGDSGCLLLRPVYSAGASPPEPYQLGHHA--TVDKCDVATRAVRRGDVLVLGTDGLLDSDVEIAEEV--IAQRLARLAFDDITVLCAVCE : 161 OtQ01BE9
GGEDAYFIRAPGHNNVGMGIADGVYGIEYSRALMTHAAALISGAIVRPTAMMAHAYDEVNNAKGSTTACIVVI-D---MYCSNVGDSGFMLIRGEYVAHRSPPQPFQLGHHE--KASDAMRTKLYLEPGDIVVLGSDGLWDSEVEVLASV--IATRLAR-AYDDISVVVCHAS : 164 Ps131054
: GGEDAFFLGTQGPVDVLMGVADGVGGVQYAQELMVAAHSYAKDHDIEPSEVLHAAWSTVLQKVGSSTACVLAL-D---LHGVNLGDSGFLIIRKGHVTYRSPQQPFQLGFAGADTPENGMRLRVPVLEGDLIILATDGLFDDEEVLLEIV--MTRKLVQKAYDDITIIAARVT : 167 Bn67247
GGEDAFFMRLGGEEGVGLGVADGVGRIIYAKQLMMNTASKKGAKELSAAELLDIGHSKTKL-KGSTTTTVACL-K---LSAATIGDTAFVLLRNGKIYFKSPTQPYQLADCD--EPDDALLYTVDIKPGDVLVMASDGLFDHDYEIEQIV--ISRELIERARDDISVITGIAQ : 164 Bn128656
MGDDAFFLNRFENQGLSIGIADGVGGVDYSKHFMFVTK--E-----------------------------------------------AMTL-EGKEIARSRPQPYQLGNQELESAEDADVYSVPVREGDVIVAATDGVFDSERKVAKLV--VARALVDEAFDDITAVVAIVR : 121 NgD2VGQ6
LGEDFYFY---TNYY--LGVSDGVGGVKVSRDIMNNCKNSHNGTVLKPNEILTMAYDKELEYLGSTTACVLHLDSLTCLSYTNIGDSGFMILRKSQTLFVAKDRPYQLSFLPPRSPSDAVTETITLKEEDIIIMGSDGLFDKTDYVAEYV--LARELAEIARDDIVCLCAKVV : 166 NgD2VM13
: TGEDAYYCCYSTKHEVYFGIADGVGEILVSRQLMWNCKALELPQVIHPKILLERAFRLMTELAGGTTACVLFL-K---LSYANLGDSGFAVVNKQKVIYRTKEQPYQLSIIPPESSADLQINCCTLREGDFIILATDGLFDFDQDILKIM--IAKKLVQEAVDDVTVCCVSVC : 167 AnA2R8U5
: SGEDAFFVGSKDSGAVAFAVADGVGRVDFSHAL---CGWESPVEELRAKNLLQTGYDQVVADAGGSTASVGVA-Y---IELANLGDSGSVLLRLAAVHHYTVPQPYQLSIIPPRFPRDAAVTNLHMQHGDVLILATDGVFDNNQDMLKLV--SLIAIAGEAKDDISVIAVVAV : 164 ScP38797
: TGEDNYFVTSNNVHDIFAGVADGVGGYAISRELCKKMDNSSKETLLTPKKIIGAAYAKIRDEVGGTTAIVAHFPS---LEVANLGDSWCGVFRDSKLVFQTKFQPYQLSIIPEETPRDADEYSFQLKKKDIIILATDGVTDATDDIELFL--LSQKFVDNVVDDITVVVVRVD : 168 TpB8BUE5
: LSEDAYFVELLDESGTDMGVADGVGGVDFSHKLMEECGGGNECRMISPAELLAQSYEITKEAIGSATACVGLF-D---LHFSNIGDSGIIVLRHIRIAFVSQQQPFQMGWTGEEHAKDSCTSSVHILRGDIIIMATDGLFDDIDDIASIA--LADILCQKARDNSLDSSIDSP : 167 ChQ5CLN7
GGEDAHFY----EENV-IGIADGVGGVLFASELISGMRGYNMEERTGPQFLLMEGYKNTQS-FGSSTAFVACF-D---LQISYLGDSGIIILRRTGIVYRSPAQPFQLSRLPTPLPSHSITKEITLSQSDLIVVATDGLFDFDYEICSIC--ISKALANAAYDDITVVVAWVV : 161 TcQ4D043
GGEDAFLS----LVGV-QAVLDGVSAVLYSAALARAMYVEEELLGDNPSALLQKAYDACKADEGTSTALVATLQPPTELDICSVGDCTALIVRRGRIVFITEEQPYQLGQGS--TPCRGLKYRFPVECGDVLFLGSDGVFDFPHRVAELM--GSEDVIREAWDDMTLLVSVID : 164 TbQ386X6
GGEDAFLS----MSEV-QCVFDGVSGVLYSAALAKFMYVEDDALGSLPLELLQRAYDACLSDHGTSTALVATLQRPCCLDVCSIGDCTSMIIRDGRIVFVSDEQPFQLGQGS--IPVHSLQYRVVVRPGDVLLLGSDGIFDFKHDIAELV--GVDEVVRVASDDMTLLGSIID : 164 LmE9AD96
GGEDAFLS----LPNV-QAVLDGVSDLLYSAALARCMYVEDELLGDAPARLLERGYESCKHSLGTCTALVATLQEPQELDVVYVGDCTMMLIRNGRVCYVTEEQPYQLGTGS--TPKDGVRLLIPVEKGDIVVMGTDGIFDYPHRIVELI--GANAVMADAMDDMTLLISVIG : 164 Bn90739 : GGEDAFAIVKSSSTNGPIAVSDGVSGVAYSRELMERLCAEDEDQSANPSSLLSRAWKGAKT-VGSATATLVRL-E---LSAAVVGDSQFVVIRDDKIIYTSPVQPYQLPAPD--SPKDARKITLDMREGDVVILGTDGFFDFPEDIKRIT--KEASVKKEAADDITVVVGVVT : 164 FgXP380611 : NGDDAVYA----SDYF-ICANDGVGRGLWSRLVSHFWSLAEIEKSKEPNSLQSAYDRTLAATLGTTTVCGAQLYYKTCLYVTNLGDCQVMVLRPSKIIFKTVEQPRQLGTNSP-PNDNAIVDKIDLEVGDVVLAMTDGVIDWEHEIVASI--AAQDLIEAAKDDISVVAALCV : 165 TpB8C6M9
GGEDAGFV---NVHGRTFGVFDGVSGKLYSFSLADSMK--KKSGGNKNGSVGELTEFMTQSKTGASTAVVASIGE---LRALNLGDSVCLVVRDGKVAARTREIPYQLGEDSP-RPKDGTTLQADIFPGDVIVAGSDGVFDSDADVIELV--IAKKIVEQSRDDVSCIVV---: 159 Bn133658
FGDDVYFWNDSSSKGVAFGVLDGVLGAYALDRLLAHNS-------SEPHRLKAALEGAVQRTKGSCTVLAGAVDLETGLTSVSIGDSVFVVLRRGELYFRLPSQPLQVGHHPQAVPKEALTCQLQLIPGDIIIAGSDGLWDTDEMLQSCL------------DDITVVVLGI-: 153 ChQ5CGW9
INADSWLV----SWNL-LGIADGVSGFQLPSELLKNCVRENNRVQFDSVHILCRSCSNCAS-YGSTTCLLCFLDGNQ-LWVSNVGDSQMIVLVGGDITARSEVQPHQLTIMPDIAANVSQSFRVDVNPGDLIIIGTDGIFDFDEDIIDIV--IAKELLTYALDDITVIVAFVA : 164 Bn72159
PTEQAANV----SSGN-SSSVDPNGGSSTAKELSSSQPDAAAAGACKPE-------------IGEPDAHAL-------VHTCVLGDSSYMVLRNGSIIHQGPIQPYQLSDRLIVYPKDAKSDSHQIEEGDVILLMTDGILDWPQDIEKIT--LAEAIKNLALDDIAVVAATMS : 146 Ps131748
HGDDAVGF----GPGY-MVVADGVSGTVLARMLVAETL-----------KLRKAEDAAIKSALDSTISAVYFDEVSRQMFVYTIGDCKCVVFRGDALVFESDSIPAVVSSNQSIYAAEVQIQVFEYEEGDVCLLFSDGVHDYVDDIVSCV--PSLEIQRAAFDDISVCAAVLA : 155 Ps334045
HGDDAVGF----GPGY-MVVADGVSGTVLARMLVAETL-----------KLRKAEDAAIKSA-LDSTISAVYFDEVSRMFVYTIGDCKC-VVRGDALVFESDSIPAVVSSNQSIYAAEVQIQVFEYEEGDVCLLFSDGVHDYVDDIVSCV--PSLEIQRAAFDDISVCAAVLA : 153 Pc507758
HGDDAVGF----GPSY-MVVADGVSGTVLARMLVAETL-----------KLRKAEDAAIKSALDSTISAVYFDETSRQMFVYTIGDCKCVVFRGSELMFESDSIPAVVSSNQSIYAAEVQIQTFEYEAGDVCLLFSDGVHDYVDDIAACL--PSLDVQRAAFDDISVCTAVLA : 155 Pc573107
HGEDAGAA-----SSYFHIVADGVSGTPVSSAILSTEV-----------EALSQEADAVKTALATTLVVSYFNRWSGRLLTFSLGDSKCLVVRNGVVVYETLAVPTVV-------------KDVQLQEGDVCLTFSDGLGDYKEDITAALQTLDRHLLLRRPDDITLFMTRFV : 144 Ps561228
: ------------------------------------------------ :
HAEDAGAA-----SAYFHIVADGVSGAPVSSAILSAEV-----------EPLDQAADAIKTALATTLAVSYFNRWTGKLMTFSLGDCKCLVVRNGNVVYETLAVPTVV-------------KDVQLQEGDVCLTFSDGLGDYKDDITAALKTLDRHLMLRRPDDITLFMTRFV : 144 tr_G0HJI2 : NNEDSFLILKLPDAYL-LAVADGLGGHEVASGIAIEVLKETLLQEYEPGKAYELAHSRI-L-MGTTLVSA---L--VSVLIANTGDSRAYLIRNG--IIARTKDTRALGA-----KFEVDFYEWKLRHGDVLLLSSDGLHDE-ERIVGIAEEITRRLIEEALDNVTVVVWK--: 155 tr_F6BBS2 : NNEDYILIKKIKDIYI-LAVADGIGGHDVASKMAVDILTKNYNENLSIEDAYNTAHNKI-K-MGTTLTTA---I--VKCIIANCGDSRAYLIRDG--IVFRTKDTSALGL----DEFKVDDYEWDLIDGDVLLMSSDGLHDK-ETILKTVKDIVNELLKIALDNVSIIVYKKL : 158 tr_D5VTX5 : NNEDNILVEKINDIYL-LAVADGLGGHEVASKIATETL--REVFLTNNEKAYEEAHKRI-L-MGTTLTTA---V--IRCYIANCGDSRAYLIRNG--IVFKTKDSHALGV-----ELKVDLYNLELKEGDLLLLSSDGLHDE-REILDVIKEIVNSLLELALDNVSIIVYKH-: 154 tr_E1RFS1 : HNEDSCLASQIKDGLL-MAVADGIGGHDVASRIAIDTLTKNYRAGMSAANSFAMADENV-S-MGTTLVAA---F--VRVFIANTGDSRAYLF-NG--LKQITVDTRSIGG-----DFSVDLYHIGINSGEVLLLSSDGLHDD-DVISKGLNGTARLLVKSAMDNISVVVLKR-: 155 tr_A3CW45 : QNEDAYFAGRMNGHYL-FAVADGLGGHEVASRMAIEILADRELMESEPANAFQRINAAI-L-AGTTLSAT---V--VGCWIGTVGDSRTHIVTPA--VWH-TRDTQALGL---SARVRIGLDERDL-AGGVLLISSDGLHDE-GVIREIVDTACRRLIGAARDNTTVIVARA-: 156 tr_D5EYC8 : QNEDMVLLLTNSDRYI-MAVADGMGGHDVASSDALHNLFHDLPTGLRPEDWLDSINNII-D-MGTTLVGL---A--FYFYTLNCGDSRLYRFRDG--LTQLTSDTNCIGG---GTSSFIDIVNITIKEGDVYMLCSDGLTDD-SIIYTLLNTLCDAAVAAGGDNVSCCVLQF-: 158 tr_C4PMB2 : NNEDFWQV--NYDSQL-IAIADGMGGHEVASYEAVGNLKVDLERFGDEQTIVSEINLLI-Y-MGTTLSCM---Q--FRAWLFHVGDCRVYRLRNK--LERLTEDTNVLGS---RPHVSLDIREMSYEKEDLFVFCSDGLTSD-HDMLDILEEGGNILISLANDNATVILVRMR : 157 tr_Q254A8 : RNEDFWQV--NLYSKA-VAIADGMGGCDVASHEAIFSLQSQLAEFKDDRVILSEVNGLI-Y-MGTTLSFM---Q--FFAWVLHVGDSRIYRLRGE--LSCLTEDTNVLGS---RPQVTPDIRDISYEKEDLFVFCSDGLTND-ADMRDILEESGNILISLANDNVTVVLVRIQ : 157 tr_D1AH45 : IQEDCMELVSFSKYEILGIIADGMGGFKLASQFSVDRF-VDLYSAGDLSEILKKINKEI-L-VGTTFLAG---E--ILLKFFSVGDSSLFLFRKN--LERLN--TNYLGY---SSFSNAENGEILLEKNDIVLMCSDGLDKF-DEIEDIMKRIVRKLMDALIDNVSIIVIK--: 155 tr_Q04R01 : HNEDSMYVGSFSSSGIRFALADGMGGHEVASRMTLEKL-AWTERAVQPLSLFNIINHEI-N-MGATLVGI---L--FGVLVFNMGDSRAYHFSSK--IHKITVDTSCIGG---GTDLQMDLFDITLNKGDRILLCTDGLTDI-DDLEEILKEACYHLLEEANDNTSIIVIEVQ : 159 tr_O67075 : KNEDALLV----DGKLFFAVADGLGGHEKASGLVLEVL-----KEEKPEEIILKAKKRL-D-FGTALAGV---Y--LSAIVFNVGDCRVYRFRDG--LELLTEDESAIGY----DLPEVFVREEEVKKGDTFLICSDGLWEF-REKVSCLKLRANCLFELAYDNISFILLECD : 150 tr_Q2FNR9 : NNEDGLVIMKIPESYSGFCVADGIGGEEVAAQLVLTYLQDHFTEITDEESVVYAAKEQL-E-LGCTLAGV---I--IQAHVFNIGDCRVYRI-NG--FERITKDTSSIGI----DSVHIWFKTIGLRDQDQFFICSDGIWEQ-DELEMILHGYLDKVLVASLDNVTAILLSTS : 158 tr_D5BAA6 : TNQDRILAEKIGTDSYLYIVADGMGGYDIAAEMIIDSLTFLSNSDQFNVKAINKANLAL-R-LGSTLGGI---L--ISAKTFWVGDVKILHYSKG--LCFESKSTRSIQG---DKKSLPSYQELLLNKEDKLFICSDGVHNS-HTLQFLFTDSLIDTIEQRLDNASLILIEGF : 160 tr_A6LAT9 : NNEDSIYP--LPEQVTLFMVCDGVGGAEVASSLACESIFFSTFLKDDPTKAVHYAEVCF-D-MATTLTMA---Y--IAIVLAHIGDSRIYHLRKG--ILYQTEDIRAIQG---TTPTEADIITLNIQPDDFLFLCTDGVLEN-EKIAEIFVPEIKDALMEACDNFSFYIITIQ : 158 tr_C0QQR0 : YQQDCLYITEKDKDDILVAICDGMGGLDIASRSVCESL----GKLKIPFEGVYKALYRIQL-SGTTVAGV---Y--MNSIIFNAGDSRVYKITDR--IIYLSHDEFGIGDIFMERGVKPYIKNDYLEKDQFYFICTDGVNDD-EEIFQILFKNAEDLIKELDDNYSFIILSYS : 160 tr_C1F3N4 : NNEDAFRY--SMESRV-FAVCDGMGGAEVASRMAVDLIECVAASAKAPRKAIAEANRKI-F-MGTTLVLV---R--VEAHLAHIGDSRCYRWRDG--LERLTQDTRALGT---DTTVAADFQELALETGDVLLLCTDGLTRD-ARMAAELPEACEALIEAANDNITCLLIACA : 157 tr_D0LUB4 : QNEDSVFL--PVDTRL-AIVADGMGGHEIASGLAVETITADAQTLTWPYTSIMLANLEI-Y-MGTTVVAM---Y--FLAIVGHVGDSRVYLLREH--MTQLTEDVRALGM---KETVQVDIISEVPRVGDCYVLCSDGLTGD-ERIVQIIDMAARSLIDAANDNISVVLARIE : 157 tr_Q02DC6 : NNEDYCLI--DAERGL-YVLADGMGGAEQASRIAVETV--AQTVRKAPTFAAEEANRRV-L-MGTTLVAA---L--ELLAIASVGDSRAYVLDEA--LRAITDDTMAIGA---SAPLTINHYRVRLTPGSLVLICSDGLHGA-PEMEAILEESCHHLIDAAKDNVTAVLMRKI : 155 tr_Q9RRH8 : ANQDAALALPLPQGGL-YAVADGMGGHELASSLALDTLTYVQGRSRPPAEAVQAANLAV-V-MGTTLLAV---A--IDALIAHVGDSRAYLLRGG--LLRLTDDSNALGG---EERVRLELFGLELQGGDRLLLCSDGLSGE-AELLSLLQDIAAQLIEAANDNITAVVVDVL : 159 tr_C1F4X3 : VNEDALGVEARSRGWL-FAVADGVGGLEVASARAVEVA--VEGFARSPERLVQHANAAV-H-IATTLVLC---A--LRAHIAHVGDSRCYLIRQG--AHPLTTDARTLGP---ERFVTADSTTAMLQPRDLLLLCSDGLSNS-AQIARTLEALAQILVDQALDNITALVIAIR : 157 tr_Q8EVK1 : KNEDYAYCGTNKLLDNLLIVCDGIGSCEKAAEIVAKTF-------VNSFKNIERAKFAM-I-MCTTLVLA---L--SVFHVFWIGDSRAYLI-----E-QLSDDMNYISI---NTKDKQEYDYVSIKKNSFVFLASDGFYNDLGSLYDILENLSNDLVNYALDNISFSYIGFL : 150 tr_B3PN75 : ENQDRVTFVQKDDWAL-AVLCDGMGGHAQAASLTIDLF-SKYFTNNFPFHALTHIKNSL-R-MGTTLVAA---L--IYIYIFNIGDSRIYIY-NG--LHQVTQDTSCLGP---YKTMVPDGHAFNNSNSQYIILTSDGLHDK-PLFERVIEEKALNLINYAKDNISIIIVRI-: 156 tr_A5IY00 : ENQDAVAILTNENCTV-LLLCDGMGGHAIASSTTIKVF-KQYFDNNFPNETIKACKKEM-I-MGTTVTGA---L--VNILIFNIGDSRTYILDNS--ITQVTVDTSALGP---TKKTRLDISTVFYKRVSAVIATSDGTHNR-NVMENMAQEWCDNIVDFALDNASCIMVTLN : 158 tr_B7HLJ6 : HNEDSAGVFHNLDGNILAVVADGMGGHDVASSMTIQLFWKQTHNMNEPKTSVGIINERI-Y-MGTTLIIA---I--CTVTIGHIGDSRCYMVSEG--ISLVTEDLRALGT---EEKVGLDVKTLVLEEDDQLLLCSDGLSNI-ADMQQVLETKGQRLIQLANDNITLVLIDYA : 160 tr_Q113X1 : HNEDCCYPEDLNSNQLVAIICDGVGGHEVASQLAVQSIVEQQEELTSPNEIIRVVNNMI-ATMGTTLAMA---L--QLLYIVHVGDSRAYWLSRN--CQLLTVDTQALGT---REFIYPTIQRFLIEQEGILLLCSDGLSDSWAEYASKVKQGVESLIELANDNTSVVLVHYR : 162 tr_A1WUL4 : RNEDRIDW--DEEAGV-AVLADGMGGLAEAARLAVEAVHTWLESGGDPADLVQLANRAV-L-MGTTLALL---C--AAVALAHVGDSRIYRFSEG--LERLTRDERALGA---VTWAESDVTRLPRRPGELFLLCSDGLTED-AAIAAILNQRAQDLIEATLDNVSVVLVRT-: 156 tr_Q9RYH8 : ANEDSYGYEADAEETLVACVCDGMGGMEVASQAAVQAF-LNSDKTDLP-GQVWDANAAV-L-GGCTISGV---E--LRLQLGHVGDTRAYLRMDG--VRQLTQDLRSLGS---LDYVQTLAEPLELPVGSRVLIVTDGVWGP-ATLNELLQALADRLVQLSLDNATALVIERT : 158 tr_F2L5X1 : LNEDSAAVVKEEEGRGLVAVADGVGGLDAASSTAICAVNFAKADHYDESDLFSKAHEAV---GATTLSVA---LVDVNVVAGNVGDSPMYLV------------VQAVGH---KSYVGPHILKIPIGARGALLAVTDGIDDD-KRLYAAYDRHVNELIKAVEDNATAVALYFK : 151 tr_A1KCE5 : RNEDACGYWTSPQGCC-WIVSDGAGGHDRAAQIVVSTV--LERFSAHPEGLLEAAQAAV-M-MHATAALL---L--IDAVWSHVGDTRIYLFRNR--LIHQTRDTSAIGN---ADDLALSVSGAPIAPGDAFLICSDGWWEE-ARMAAELTDWLERMAAVVEDNYTAVAVKAY : 157 tr_C7NEJ8 : ENSDFFGYVLLDNYAI-WVVADGFDEEKIAAKIAVESV--IEYFMLRPREMMNYANLKV-K-MHTS--LL---I--IIILYGNIGNTRFYHIRGG--IVSQSSDLQAIGD---FGKIKPNIIKEPLLEKDIFCMTTVGFWED-YDMENDLKQWLNSLEKRILENYTIAGVEIQ : 155 tr_D5CM29 : YNQDRVGYAYTNDALL-LVLADGMGGHEIAAQIAVHTFRLEHSRVKEPEATMRAGHDAI-F-PGTTCVAA---L--VQIWCAHAGDSRFYLLREN--VAAVTRDTNCLGGVEDM--FYVDVAQAAVQSGDTVLLCSDGFWSD-EEMAKLSPMSLDELIEMAVDNTTAVVARLR : 160 tr_A9AVS4 : NNQDSVYTMSLPDGEHDFVVADGMGGHEIASRRAIETVAMADEDPGNPLSAVQDANTRI-W-MGTTCTAA---L--LVLYIAHVGDSRLYAMSDG--LRLITADYRTVGQ---HPEIQVDSIYQSLEGISHLLLCSDGLWSD-DEMAAIIQDACQRLIARANDNISAVVVSLP : 160 tr_A5UTA7 : TNQDSIYTSSIPRETGDFIVADGMGGHEIASRMAVSAVAIEGAINVSLQEAVQEANRTI-W-MGTTCTAA---L--LLLYIGHVGDTRAYLIDAR--IHQLTSDYRTVGQ---HPEIAVDLVFQPIGDATHLLLASDGLWGD-AAMLRIIQRAVRALVDAANDNISAVLVRLV : 160 tr_Q01PJ3 : NNEDAFHM--DQERGI-FLVVDGIGGQEKAAAIAVERL--RARLERQTGEAITMANNEI-L-MACVLTLV---V--LEAVAGHVGDSRLYQVRRG--IRKITHDFRDVGS---QDADFIELQRFAFDPDSALVLCSDGLSDS-AEIRAVVDGAVRELIAAANDNVTVLVVEGD : 155 tr_C6XYP4 : NNEDTFIAEKITDTDFVACVIDGVGGYEVAAAIARKAI---LKLLDSPGATIAEANDQI-I-MACVLTLA---LVDLNLYYAHVGDTRLYLLRDH--LIKISKDNKALGF---TQEDYIETGHSPFLPGDTILLCSDGLSDK-QGITNILEQKGNELVNTANDNITVVLVKNN : 159 tr_A1U8T8 : NNEDSVYA----GARL-LALADGMGGHEVASQLVIAAL--AHLDDDEPGNAVREGNSAI-A-MGTTLTAI---L--FALGLVHIGDSRGYLMRDG--LTQITKDMRALTG----HEVEPTLIMREARAGDRYLLCSDGLSDH-DTIAEAMAESADRLIELALDNVTVVVADVV : 152 tr_C8WPP0 : HNEDSLV--VTPPL---FAVADGMGGHEVASEIAVRVL---SELAPEHPRAIEEANRAV-I-MGTTMTAA---M--LELVIAQVGDSRAYLLHQG--LQQLTRDTRALGS---DAHLHPDIYEINVETGDRLLICSDGLSGD-DQIENTLQRCASQLVNEAIDNVTVIVADVT : 152 tr_C7P2A7 : INEDSLAVEQGHRDGLRFVLADGAGGYDVASYVATTTITLPDAVATDPPAAITTAHREI-I-AYTTVVAG---L--CFCYYAWVGDSRAYLLNEAETIELLTKDTRALGGGADQATVAVDSNVVPLYAEDVLLVTSDGLIDD-EEIRECVAAASETLVEMANDNLSTLFLQDP : 165 tr_A1VUB7 : NNEDAVAF--DPQTGL-CLLADGMGGYEIASGMAVTFIAGNRASARELRTCVHNVNHSI-F-MGTTLVAG---V--FVLVLGHVGDSRCYRLRGQ--FQQITKDTRALGV---EDSVLIDINEYRVELGDVYLMCSDGLSDD-GILAAILQQKALKLVHAANDNISVLLVHAT : 157 tr_C5A5H0 : NNEDYYTAKKIGGNIL-LAVADGMGGHEVASRKAIEILTLERDKAEDPEEAIKKANDEI-Y-MGTTLTAA---I--IRATIGNIGDSRTYLIRDG--IKRLTKDTKALGI---SKIDPEDIKTIQLKEGDYLLLCSDGLSDD-EEIAKTVEEAVDALIEKAYDNITVVLYKHP : 159 tr_A0RTM2 : ANEDSIKADIYPEAGCGLIVADGMGGHDVASRMAVDSIQSRLSKGTPPAESIQEANQKL-L-MGTTAVCA---L--VKVHVANIGDSRAYVINNE--IRQVTRDTKAIGI---AAVAEPDMITLTMDDGESLLLCCDGVIAD-DEIREFMQEACKRIVDTANDNISLIAFSPM : 160 tr_C7N9R7 : INDDKFMIYKGEAGNYIAVLCDGVGGQDRAALETLKNL-KEIIKEDVAKEKVKETNDLI-R-LKTTLVGI---Y--ANFIYYNLGDSRAYRYRKG--FQRLTRDNKCIGY---SDECELNIYSSNLIPDDIIFLCSDGVTDD-DTLKSIFEESLEEIHSLSLDNISLIIIKKE : 159 tr_B9DPL5 : KNEDAGGVFYNQTKQQLLILCDGMGGHEVASQFVVNRIIFEEENLVEEKKTLQQINREL-Y-MGTTAVAA---L--VFVVVANIGDSRAYLVNSR--IEQITNDTKVMGT---DKLVIPDIYVKRMKFYDYLLLNSDGLSDP-KIIQQQLEEQGQALLDLAQDNVSFVLAEIE : 160 tr_Q8A432 : ANEDSMGNFETINGLA-AVVCDGMGGHATASRLAVEAIFLDGQYYEDPREAIDAANKAI-L-MGSTCVLL---L--VRVYIGHVGDSRVYLIRNR--IKQLTKDTNALGIANMK-PATVLPDAILPEAGDCFLLCSDGLSGD-REIERIVQERVDYLVQRARDNITVEIVEFS : 161 tr_A7I5E6 : QNEDAHWV-THVVEGTTFVVADGLGGHAVASRMAIKAIEIHSWHGGNAERAIQKANQKI-F-MQTTITLV---V--LELVCGHVGDCRLYRMREG--VNVLSRDTRSVGG---DPFLKTDVFRQQAMPGDTYLLCSDGLWSE-EEIRAALSRECEKLVRFALDNITAIMFRID : 159 tr_C5VZC1 : NNQDYINRYKNRAGIDLVVLADGMGGHHIASEMAATDL------GAAWVAIIDAENQKI-H-MGTTLEAV---V--VIMIYAHVGDSRVGLIRDG--YTRLTNDTQSIGQ---AEPIEPDIALKTLEVGDYVLINSDGLTNT-EDIRDIVESKVETLVRFANDNITVGLLHIT : 154 tr_Q7CUN2 : LNADALFVSQTPSL---FAIADGQGDTAEAARLATNIL-AETPDAENPEGKLGTVNSLL-L-PMASVVIA---S--IILSVLWSGDARAYLLKNG--MHQLSRDSQCVGL---SQQFRPDIVFDEWGLQDRLLLCSYPLVQE-RAIAEIVKDCANALVQEALENVSAIVIGNR : 156 tr_A9EMX4 : SNEERS--GELPCLGL-FLVT----GREVVSRTAIEMVAVDAASVDDLG----RDEVRL-MMVQVTFAGV---L--LAAYIAYAGELHIYRFRGG--LEARTRETRALGC----AAVEMTAQVEDTEPGDIFLACSGGLWGE-QRIAGILRLAASLLMDCAHEQAMCVLARVA : 149 tr_A6SZY3 : EQQDRVALAPKAPGYMLAVIADGMGGLALAAEQVVRTAERFSPLTDNPETIAGEADTVI---HSTVVLLI---L--TPAIWAHVGDSRLYYFDGP--CIKRTIDVNVLGS----DFDITLNRRDGLKAGDSFLLCTDGLWSD-AELGAAIRKASEMLITNARDNCTLAIVKLV : 158 tr_B8I4Y2 : LCGDKVEIIRSPDSVV-VVLADGLGGVNILATLTSKIIGTIMSNGLDIEEAVNTVAKTLPVCAYSTFSII--------GYLAEFDSPSVIRLRK-GKVMNLETERVVNDKLIKE-------ARFKVSPDDLFVMISDGVIH--DNVCEYIKTLAKLLLSACDDDTTVVTLKAK : 154 tr_A9KQH2 : LCGDKVEILKTKDSNI-IILADGMGGVNILATLTSKILGTMFLNGAGIEECVQTIVKTLPVCAYSTFSIL--------AYLVEFDNPACVFIRD-GALLTVPYKRMIEGKCIRE-------YRFEVALNDCFILMSDGVIH--TNMAEYSSRLVSILSKACDDDTTVAVARVI : 154 tr_B8HVP9 : LCGDKVKYLKGDHQAI-IVLSDGLGGVNILATLTTEILITMLSADLPLEEVLKTVIATLPICAYSTFTII---R--IDFTVINFDNPSFFYFQQ-GRAVQLETRETILDRKILI-------TTGQLKKGDFLAAISDGVLYIAQFIEAVIHTIVQEVIQKTLDDATFVGVYVR : 159 tr_B9K8G3 : VCGDSIRV-KKESEKIVVSISDGLGGISILSTLTSTIATTMLANGLAVTDVFRTILATLPVCSYSNLCSV---V--CDCTVVEYEFPVVMLFR-----------INIEGRQISI-------WEFHPEEGMILFLATDGLSQIEGEIRHLL-VPPEDIVRHFVDDTLVACLNFR : 148 tr_A8F5T7 : ICGDSICV-KKGERRIAVSVSDGLGGVSILSTLTTSMATTMLFNNVPTDEVFSSILATLPVCSYANLCSV---V--FDCHIVEYEFPVVLYFRD-KKLLQIDKKITVLGRKIFF-------YEISPVQGDLLFLMTDGVSQIVREIKVLLLSIVRHLVKLTEDDALVAAIHFK : 159 tr_Q2W1L8 : VGGDYYWLHRLGRRAT-LLLADCTGGVAFMTVVVATALILVEGGEMLPSEILCRLDKAVRER---DAAVC---L--WDLTFAGANL--PLVT----CIGVVHSLGY------AT-PQSFDDHVLPMEPGTAVYLFTDGMTDGRRRLLDLIDRIEQALAEHRGDDMTIMAFR--: 149 tr_B9LAC6 : VGGDIYLFEKIAENEYILMVIDATGGVAFMTILIKAIEYNLTKEEISPAKILFEFNKNIKTI---DGGVA---Y--INIKFAGANV--SLFY----VVKTVYSVGY---RQCEM-DYEYKEHELSFEKD-AFYITTDGYVDGKKRFKNIIEIFKNELKAYQNDDITIIGFKGA : 154 tr_Q5P4R5 : VGGDFYLFREAPGQFL-IGIVDCAGGVAFMTMIAHAGFAVQELGLSDPAALLTRMDSATRTL---DVGLC---H--VDVTFAGAHA--DLYR----CCEQIRSIGE----------TIYENVILADGPGCTYYLTTDGFLDGNRRFAAALEALRRRLADHQGDDIAVIGFRV-: 147 tr_Q8F687 : VSGDFYWF-SKKEGSIFLAAVDCTGGVALMSMIGNTLLIVNEAGIKDPGKVLEHLNKNVRQA---DICFC---R--IDVLFAGAKR--PLYFS----IEEIHSIGG---RQKEV-SRTYSTHEVKLEKGQMFYLTTDGFMDTSKGLIARLNQLAAFLDEYQADDITLIGFRV-: 153 tr_A4G2G9 : VGGDFYHFERFNDGWF-AAVADCTGGVAFLTLIASSLLGLSKLGPKDPAMLMSEVNRGMKLA---DAAFF---W--FNLTCANAKA--PLFI---MPIQTIVGIGY---VDTPA-EMCWDNKTCTLTNDAVVLSATDGIIDGKQRLRDYLQLLMLEQKAYQGDDLTVFGFRLS : 155 tr_Q2RY91 : VGGDYYDI-MKHEGGVRIGIGDVTGGLGVVMLLTQSAVTLTTDGRGDRASLVDVLNRSLAGN---NLTFA---L--IDMRVIGQHE--SLIV---IVEELLMLG-MPLGLVDDM-RTYLDEAALSLEPGDMVVLYTDGITEGMDRLKATCDAVIADVRAHIGDDLTLIVIKQR : 157 tr_B7JYK7 : VGGDYYDV-LATDDVVTISIGDVTGGLGILMIMTQTVVTLKEIREHDPVKFLDTLNRTLYRN---HLTLA---V--LNVSLSGQHE--EVIF---VLQRIMNLG-FPIGLDQNI-TDFIDQISLELQTGDGLVLYTDGITEGIERLCQVIELVIQDLHEHIGDDITLFVLKQK : 157 tr_B7K304 : VGGDYYDV-LHHNGRVKIGIGDVTGGLGVLMIMVQTAITLMSRNETDPLKFLAVVNRTIYEN---NLTLS---L--LDLRLSGQHE--SIIV---VIEIIIDLG-FPVGLEEDI-SEFLGQTEIYLNPGDGVVLYTDGITEELDRLCQVIEAVIEDVQQHIDDDITLLVIKQK : 157 tr_B9JND5 : VGGDYYDV-LQNGNNLKIGIGDVTGGLGVLMLMVQSIAALQETGEMTPAKFLTDLNRAIFKN---HLTLS---F--LDLTVSGQHE--DMIV---VLERIGDLG-LPVGLEPDI-SPFIETREISFQKGDMIVLHTDGVTEGFERLCEDAKGILDHLMGYISDDITLVVMKHR : 157 tr_Q92WB1 : VGGDYYDV-LQDGKRLKIGIGDVTGGLGVLMLMVQSVAALQEMGEMEPAQFLNRVNRAIYKN---HLSLA---F--LDLTLSGQHE--ELIV---IVERILDLG-LPIGLEPDI-SAFVATREISFGRGDMIILHTDGVTEGIERLCESASGIIEDLMAHIGDDITLVVMRHR : 157 tr_D2UBC0 : VGGDFYQFVETEPGLLWFVVGDVSDGVALFMARAITVLEVAARRHTRPDAILIAASQRLVEG-A-TVLCG---L--INYWLASAGHEPPLLLDADAQMLSLESG-PPLGLEPQ---SHYPVLQGRLATGATLLSYTDGITEGEARLLAALLAILTDVQAFTEDDITLLAIRLH : 162 tr_Q4FPP5 : ISGDFYDF-YLHDDEVYFTLSDVSGGVGMVMAKAITLFKIFAKQKFKPNEILLEMNNDLKET-I-TSIVG---R--YNVEIANAGHQPTLLK---KDFKEYPSSSMPLAVIKH--KSVYQLESFKLN-GGRIYCFTDGFSEGIDGVKELITSATEEIDN---DDLTIIAIGK-: 155 tr_Q4FPK0 : VSGDFYNFSELSNGVYGFGVADVSGGISLLMSKASSLYRCLSKTNFSAAGLLDILNTEICET-V-TMLVG---I--YDLTLSNAGHEPPLIYSKDGNFSNFEEAGPPLGIAPK---FKFKETKINFS-NSSMYIFTDGITEEAEGFKDYINKIIEDIKS---DDLTIVTVDG-: 158 tr_Q10VG0 : VGGDFFEVYTHPQGEIWLALGDVSGGVALFMASAISLMRRELSQENSPEEVMHNLNSSLSDD-I-TMVLA---R--YTLAYANAGHIYPLVWSKNNKPNFLKDRGIPLGILPI---WRGKAGTIELDSGDVFLLTSDGITEQQEGLWKLLAYIR---TDNQVDDQTILSLEVL : 160 tr_Q8YWB2 : VGGDFFEIVHPTKGDVWLAVGDVSGGVALFMASAISVLELAQEIPAEPNVVIHNLNHALCDD-I-TFVLA---R--YTLVYANAGHIYPLVWSNQIAPNYLTVRGIPLGILPK---WQAKSGSLILAPGDTLLLASDGITENQDGLWQLLSRIQ---ADNHIDDQTILSLEVL : 160 tr_C9RLK8 : VGGDFYDFFEIDDTHVCFVIADVSGGVALFMMVVKTMIRDHASMKLSTAEIFNDVNRLLCEN-A-TAWIG---I--LDMKCTNAGHNAVCFAKKDGKFEFLRRHGVFLAGFDT---TQYKEAEIQLESGDCLFLYTDGLTEGEERLLEKLREISDDVNVFSEDDLTMMVLKVD : 163 tr_Q07JP5 : VGGDFYDFFEIDHTHLCLVIADVAGGVSLFMAVTKTLIKATAKVGRSAAEILGAVNDEIARD-V-TVFCG---V--LDFVYTNAGHNPPILLRRDATPTWLPAAQLVVGAMPG---TTYHSSSIVLGRGDRLMLYTDGVTEAEDRLLRDVHGVEAIVAAFAADDITVMLVEF-: 162 tr_B8FAC9 : VSGDFYDAFILPGGHVCLVIGDVSDGAAFYMALIRSCIALAALGESVSEKALDITSDYLAQE-A-TVFFG---V--LDLSYINAGHLPVYVLGGKTGLMELSATGPALGLHGA---APYEARELRIHSGSLVFGYTDGVTEGKERLKRMLHRVHNSLLFFMDDDIAMLAVYWE : 163 tr_Q5LBI2 : VGGDFYDFFQIDDERIGLVIADVSGGVSLFMAVSRTLLRATALRGVSSAECLTYANKLLCKE-V-TVFYG---I--YHMDYTNAGHNPPYLLRGGVECLPVASN-FVVGVFDD---IEFESNTLTFGIGDTLLLYTDGVTESESNLQDILTSVLQSVKTFSGDDITLLSLQR-: 161 tr_D3NVH9 : VGGDFYDFFPISDSKVALVIADVSGGIAFFMLITRTMLRAIAESGVGPAETLRRVNNLLAAE-V-TVFYG---E--LDLCYSNGGHNPPLRMTASGAVRELERIGIALAAMPD---MPFGERSVTLDTGEMVVLFTDGVTEGDPRLAAAVDGVLADLSRFTADDITCLVLRW-: 162 tr_A2BTW7 : LGGDYYDFKRREKARWALVIGDVMGGIGLLMTMLRGMLRAEVLTGLPPDRILHDLNQLAIYD-V-TLFYS---D--YDLRYANAAHNPPLLWKSSQKIIKLDSEGFVLGLQND---AEYQCGQIQLSKNDAILYYTDGVTEDEERLMKSFHKIFKILDEFTGDDASIVVFQLD : 163 tr_A2BND7 : LGGDYYDFKRKEKSRWAFVIGDVMGGIGLLMTMLRGMLRAEVLTGLPPDRILHDLNQLAIND-V-TLFYS---D--YDLRFANAAHNPPLLWKSSQKIIKLDAEGFVLGLQKD---AEYQCGEIKLNQNDLVLYYTDGVIDDEERLIKTLNKIFKKLDDFTGDDASMVIFQLK : 163 tr_Q0IE71 : VGGDYYDFRRRERGRWAFVMGDVMGGVGLLMTMLRGMLRAEVLSGLPPDRILYDLNQLALED-V-TLFYS---D--FDLRYANAAHNPPLIWRAQRKLMRLDAPGLLIGLQPE---AEYGCESLVLEPGDVLLYYTDGVTEDEARLMRSLDQLFSRLDRFVGDDASMVVLKVK : 163 tr_A2C5K8 : VGGDYYDFRRKERGRWGLVMGDVMGGVGLLMTMLRGMLRAEVLSGLPPNRILHDLNQLAQED-V-TLFYS---D--YDLRYANAAHNPPLIWRAERSVSRLDVPGLLIGLQPE---ADYSCGEILLKPGDVIIYYTDGVTEDEARLIRTMDQLFARLDRFVGDDASMVVLKVP : 163 tr_Q3B0Z1 : VGGDYYDFRRRERGRWALVMGDVMGGVGLLMTMLRGMLRAEVLSGLSPDRILHDLNQLAQED-V-TLFYS---D--FDLRYANAAHNPPLLWRSERSISRLDAAGLLIGLQPE---ADYGLGEVRLDPGDVLLYYTDGVTEDEARLIRALDTLFERLDRFVGDDASMVVLKVP : 163 tr_B8HU96 : LGGDCFDYFWLDENHLVVYVLDVAGGLALPSVSVLNLLSTMGATYHHPATILQILNQTFPMS-F-TLWYG---V--YSLTYASAGHPPAILL---PVYQKLKTPGLPIGLFPH---
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LEAGAGMIPHGGE----DAYFIRGTCMGVADGVGGGVDPGLYSRELKKAATAPQHLMEVAYL---STLGSSTACILCE-LHASNLGDSGFMVIRDGQHEFNFPYQIGSVARRFSVEVRQGDIVVAATDGLFDNVYPDEAASLVAQAVAVTLAQKMDDITIVVAFVV : 158 Ac01000434 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGQYARELVTAIQDPARVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-IHAINLGDSGFILVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGEVFNVPVVSGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYSNEVTAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 Ac18156150 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGQYARELVTAIQDPARVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-IHAINLGDSGFILVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSG-------------------------------------------TL-----------: 104 Cp64.64 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIAEQAVGVADGVGGGVDAGKYSRELVTAIEDPARVLEKAYS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 Me17960498 : LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGQYSRELVTAIQDPARVLEKAYS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIAVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 Vv01009670 : FLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEHAIGVADGVGGGVDSGQYARELVTAIQDPARVLEKAHF---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVIRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVVIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVIAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 Vv01019004 : LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGEYARELVTAIQDPSRVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIVAT-LQAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNSEVTAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSFIT : 158 RcB9R7R1
: : LVSGACYLPHGGE----DAHFINEKVVGVADGVGGGVDAGQYARELIIAAQDPVRILVRAHS---KTKGSSTACILAS-LQAANLGDSGFIVLRNGQHLFNIPYQLEHCAQVFSVQVAAGDVIVVGTDGLFDNVYDTEVASVVPQLTAEKLATKMDDITVVVSYIA : 158 Pt01s39000 : MNMGTCYFPKLGQ----DAHFIERQTFGVADGVGGGIDSGIFARELLTSLRNLKKILLKAHS---KTAGSSTACVVSK-LCYANVGDSGFMVFRGKQNYFNCPFSLGNSVFLGEFDVEQGDIVVAGSDGVFDNLFGSEIEEILPQDLAWTIATKIDDITVIVAMIE : 158 Pt05s17490 : VNPGSNPFLKLGE----DAHFIERQTFGVADGVGGGIDSGIFARELLTALRNLKKILLKAHS---KTVGSSTACVVTK-LCYANVGDSGFMVFRGKHSFFNYPFSLGNSVFLGEFDVEQGDIVVAGTDGLFDNLFGSEIEEILPQALAWTIATRVDPVTFRKPGST : 158
LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDSGKYSRELVTAIRDPARVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 Pt14G04280 : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEHAVGVADGVGGGIDSGLYSRELVTAVQDPARVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLENSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEINAVVPQATAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 Ppe004472m : LTSGSYYLPHGGE----DAHFINEQAIGVADGVGGGVNSGLYSRELVAAVQDPARVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-IHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTVPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVT : 158 Cs342170.1 : LVSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAVGVADGVGGGVDAGQYSRELVSAVQDPARVLEKAHS---KTKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHDFNFTFQLESSGQVFSVPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVAQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYVT : 158 Cs342170.2 : LVSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAVGVADGVGGGVDAGQYSRELVSAVQDPARVLEKAHS---KTKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHDFNFTFQLESSGQMSCSLIS------------------------I-----------------------: 111 Me033523m : LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGLADGVGGGIDAGQYSRELVTAIQDPARVLEKAYS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFLIIRDGQHDFNFTYQLGSSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 MgN00503.1 : LKSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGGVDAGKYARELVYAIQDPARVLEKAHT---KTKGSSTACIIAT-LHAINLGDSGFMVIRNGQHDFNFTYQLESSGQVFTIPVAPGDVVIAGTDGLFDNLYNNDVTSVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDITVVVSYIT : 158 Gm14G76700 : LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIEEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGYYSRELVEAIQDPARVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LNAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLECSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDTTVVVSYIT : 158 Gm17G24910 : LISGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIEEQAIGVADGVGGGVNAGYYSRELVEAIQDPARVLEKAHS---STKGSSTACIIAT-LNAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLECSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVPQVTAQKIAAKLDDTTVVVSYIS : 158 MgC00702.1 : LNSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFISEQAIGVADGVGGGIDAGKYARELVNAIQDPARVLEKAHT---GTKGSSTACIIAA-LHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGQHDFNFTYQLECSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIIAGTAGLFANLYNRDITAVVPQVTAQKIAVKLDDIPVVVSYIA : 158 Me011964m : LLSGSCYLPHGGE----DAHFIDQQAIGVADGVGGGINAGEFARELVSAIQDPAKVLEKAHS---SIKGSSTACIIST-IRAINLGDSGFMVVRDGQHGFNFTYQLESSGQVS-----------------------------------------------------: 105
: FCVGTHLIPHGGE----DAFFVNGGVVAVADGVSGNVDPSLFPKELSDLVGDPQILLKKAHT---ATSGSATVIVAMEVLKIASVGDCGLRVIRKGEHYFDCPYQLSSDATVTSVKLLEGDTIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVSTIAAEAAKALADKPDDITVVVGQVV : 159 Cp2.366
: FCVGTYLIPHGGE----DAFFVKGGVIAVADGVSGNVDPSLFSRELSYLVGDPRILIRKAHA---ATSGSATVIIAMEIIKIANVGDCGLRVLREGEHYFDCPYQLSSDAMVSNLELIEGDAVVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIISTMVAEAAKALANKLDDITVIVGQVV : 159 Cs151870.1 : LSVGTHLIPHGGE----DAFFVSGGVIAVADGVSGNVDPSLFPREFSDLVGDPRILLRKAHA---ATSGSATVIIAMEMLKIANVGDCGLKIIRKGEHFFDCPYQLSSDAMVSNVELIEGDILVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVATAVGEAAKALANKLDDITVVVGQVV : 159 :
: FRSAGVLLPKGGE----DAFFMAATVLGVADGVGSRIDPGIYAKQLARASVSAAELLDIGHS---KTKGSTTTTVACK-LSAATIGDTAFVLLRNGEFEFDTPYQLADDALLYTVDIKPGDVLVMASDGLFDNLHDYEIEQIVPRYISRELIEKPDDISVITGIAQ : 158 ChQ5CI93
: ----MKYLPMSTS----YNRFLGASYICVADGVGGGVSSAMYSRQLETCINDKDKFIEMNMK---SSKGSSTLCLAYDKLHVFNLGDSKCVIYREKQHNFNTPFQLGTNADYMMLGIKSGDTIIVATDGLWDNISMDKVIRIVPQKIAEKLGRKPDDITVSIGVVQ : 155 Bn90739
: ----VRAVSQGGE----DAFLSLPNVQAVLDGVSWDLNAGLYSAALYEYVESSFRLLERGYE---SCKGTCTALVATQLLDVVYVGDCTMMLIRNGAHQLDYPYQLGTDGVRLLIPVEKGDIVVMGTDGIFDNLYPHRIVELIPANGANAVMAKPDDMTLLISVIG : 155 TbQ386X6
: ----VNLVSHGGE----DAFLSMSEVQCVFDGVSWGVDSGLYSAALYSFVESSCELLQRAYD---ACLGTSTALVATQMLDVCSIGDCTSMIIRDGMHSFDYPFQLGQHSLQYRVVVRPGDVLLLGSDGIFDNVFKHDIAELVPSQGVDEVVRRLDDMTLLGSIID : 155 TcQ4D043
: ----VQFVPHGGE----DAFLSLVGVQAVLDGVSWAVDAGLYSAALYTYVESSLALLQKAYD---ACKGTSTALVATQILDICSVGDCTALIVRRGTHDLDFPYQLGQRGLKYRFPVECGDVLFLGSDGVFDNLFPHRVAELMPGNGSEDVIRKQDDMTLLVSVID : 155 TpB8C6M9
: ----AQPIPMDPE----ELMLITEQAANVSSG---SVDPNSTAKELERLVRKPER----PHT---HTAGEPDAHALLSRVHTCVLGDSSYMVLRNGEHAFNHPYQLSDDAKSDSHQIEEGDVILLMTDGILDNLWPQDIEKITTTALAEAIKNKSDDIAVVAATMS : 148 SmSc116
: Sequence alignments corresponding to phylogenetic trees. Candidate PP2C7 sequences were retrieved, validated, and aligned as detailed in "Materials and Methods". Phylogenetic trees were inferred as detailed in "Materials and Methods". This figure presents the sequence alignment corresponding to each phylogenetic tree presented in this report. See Table A in S1 File for a list of PP2C7 sequences. Expression data for selected Arabidopsis starch metabolic protein genes were retrieved from NCBI GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus) and placed in Microsoft Excel as detailed in Methods. Data were expressed as relative expression vs mean, using data from replicate experiments. Correlation coefficients were calculated comparing expression patterns of At4g33500 (PP2C7) to each of the seven other genes, and the mean of this set of correlation coefficients is presented in the Figure. The individual correlation coefficients are as follows: At5g64860 (DPE1 (DISPROPORTIONATING ENZYME 1)) 0.7900; At3g29320 (PHS1 (plastidial phosphorylase isozyme 1)) 0.6592; At1g03310 (ISA2 (ISOAMYLASE 2)) 0.6376; At1g69830 (AMY3 (ALPHA-AMYLASE-LIKE 3)) 0.7143; At4g18240 (SSIV (STARCH SYNTHASE 4)) 0.8896; At1g10760 (GWD1 (glucan/water dikinase 1)) 0.7751; At3g52180 (SEX4 (STARCH-EXCESS 4)) 0.7578. The first twelve hour period is the dark period, the second twelve hour period is the light period. Table F in S1 File. Sequences shorter than 8 residues were omitted from the analysis. The composition of the analyzed sequence sets are as follows: "All Plant Sequences Except Dicots" (102 total, average length: 193.3 residues); "At2g30170 Group" (21 total, average length: 75.6 residues); "At4g33500 Group" (19 total, average length: 388.5 residues); "At4g16580 Group" (45 total, average length: 207.6 residues); "Monocot Group" (19 total, average length: 80.8 residues). The scores for the motifs are as follows: All Groups Except Dicots -2326; At2g30170 Group -615; At4g33500 Group -1138; At4g16580 Group -3941; Monocot Group -995. The same set of N-terminal motifs is presented in conventional sequence alignment form as Fig D in S2 File. Inference of motifs in the same fashion for the "Dicot Group" yielded a result which was only 7 residues long (not shown). For this reason Dicot sequences were omitted from the "All Plant Sequences" Group. : : Methods". This representation shows beta-strand elements organized around three sets of hairpin beta turns (designated "P1", "P2", and "P3" [i.e. first pair, second pair, etc]). Individual beta strands (designed "W", "X", "Y", "Z") are labeled from the amino terminus ("N") to the carboxy terminus ("C"). In combination these sets of beta strands form a beta sheet. The locations of universally conserved metal-coordinating aspartate residues ("D") are noted. These correspond to classic sequence Motifs 1 and 2 [84] (within the P1 beta strand pair), and 8 and 11 (in the loop between opposing beta strands Y and Z). The aspartate in parentheses "(D)" represents the residue in classic Motif 5, which is not conserved in all PP2C sequences. Boxed regions (numbered consecutively from the amino terminus) represent regions with more variable composition of secondary structure elements, but always including alpha helices which encase the central beta sheet in an alpha-beta sandwich. See Fig. 7 for a depiction of a structureguided sequence alignment where the classic sequence motifs are shown in combination with conserved secondary structure elements, and metal-coordinating aspartate residues (D) are depicted. Differences between the aspartate composition of different PP2C sequence groups and the proposed evolutionary explanation are discussed in the text. :
: NQLLVSVTCGFAKEYNRGKFGEDAWFMQACIMGVADGVGGWRNYGVDPGKFSMTLMRSCERMSHAFKPNRPEILLERAYFKCPIVGSCTACILALKRDTLYAANIGDSGFLVVRSGKVVCRSQEQQHQFNTPYQLASPPDGPESADTIQFPMQLGDVILLATDGVYDNVPESFLVEVLTEMSGLQMAANTVALMARTLSFSPKHDSPFSQNARKHDI-----------DAWGGKPDDITVLLASVV-: 235 TaB3S663  : KQLLATNYSGFSKVIKQETFGDDAYFIHNYLTGVADGVGGWKEYGVDPSLFSHLLMKNCKSYAKNVDSAFPLKILKTGYDHPNLLGSSTACVMVIDKIMLYSVNLGDSGFVIIRDHFIIYQSKEQQHYFNAPYQLTCKTNMPSEADEYSFLLKSDDIIIMATDGLFDNMTGKQILDIVSNQQKSQRIANCLVEEARKLAFDECYISPFVRKARMHGI-----------YATGGKPDDITVIVACARS : 236  DmQ9VAH4  : ---LVTVVQGRSKERSNQRFGEDSWFVLAEVMGVADGVGGWRDLGVDAGRFAKELMSCCSGQTQLFDGRSPRNMLIAGFQEHPVVGSSTACLATMHRKTLYTANLGDSGFLVVRNGRVLHRSVEQTHDFNTPYQLTVPPDKPEMAVSTRHSLLPGDLVLLATDGLFDNMPESMLLSILNGLKELLVGASRVVEKARELSMNASFQSPFAIKARQHNV-----------SYSGGKPDDITLILSSVEV : 233  NgD2VI18  : EDFGVGKKFAAPKSDYKEQCGEDAFFTNYTIIGVADGVGGWAEVGVDPSLISNQLMYNAKLVCEGQLLSNPNKILQMAYDRQVLAGSTTASIASYDKNILRTSNLGDSGLAVFREGACIFQTKEKQHYFNCPFQLGVVPDLPEHAVDEEIKLEKDDVLVMATDGVWDNLFPESVGNLIWDMKDACELARRVTLEARTVALNRWARTPFAVAIG----------------QLGGKFDDITTVCFI---: 228  Aca4341592 : KTLLASGAHMIPHPEKRHKGGEDAYFLDGQVVGVADGVGGWALSGIDSGLYSKSLMAEAKKAVEAKAGVQPTRIMQKAYDHTKLVGSSTAVILMAEGQSVKYSNLGDSGFMVIRGDKVAFRTREQTHAFNTPYQIGTGGDHPTDAEEGRVAVEEGDIIVLGTDGLFDNLFDDQIVEIVKQGRQADEVAEMIARRAHKAGSRTTGEMPFGKNARTYGY-----------QYQGGKMDDITVVVSFVSS : 236  Cr6g256300 : GPMLASGAFVLPHPDKVAKGGEDWYFINHRAVGVADGVGGWSEVGVDAGAYARQLMGNAAVVADEDAELSAQEILERAYSQTTVRGSSTACVAVLNGDSLGVSNLGDSGLLILRAGKVAFHTPQQQHGFNFPYQIGSADDSPSSAQRFEVAVQPGDLLVLGTDGLWDNCFDEEVASVLKYCGEVAKMAQVLAHYARHRASDSKFASPFAYAAFQAGY-----------AYMGGKMDDITVVICQVQQ : 236  VcD8THL8  : ANLLTAGAFVLPHPDKMHKGGEDWYFINRRAVGVADGVGGWAEVGVDAGAYARQLMRNAADVADADGGAESSEILERAYGLTTVRGSSTACVAVLNGDHLAVSNLGDSGLLILRAGAVAFHTPQQQHGFNFPYQIGSPDDPPQSAQRFEIRVQPGDLILLGTDGLWDNCFDEELACVLRYCRDAPKMAEVVAHYARHRASDSKFASPFAYSAFQAGF-----------AYMGGKMDDITVLICLVQQ : 236  CvE1ZHW0  : PKFLEAGAGMIPHPAKADRGGEDAYFIRGTCMGVADGVGGWAEVGVDPGLYSRELMSHAKKAATTPGPNAPQHLMEVAYLSTLARGSSTACILCLENERLHASNLGDSGFMVIRDGELVFMSPQQQHEFNFPYQIGSADDTPQVARRFSVEVRQGDIVVAATDGLFDNVYPDEAASLVSASKEAQAVAVTLAQFARMRAADPTHLSPFAYGAQQLGY-----------RYFGGKMDDITIVVAFVVA : 236  Ac01000434 : RSLLLSGSCYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGWADLGVDAGQYARELMSNSVTAIQEKGLIDPARVLEKAHSSTKAKGSSTACIIALTEKGIHAINLGDSGFILVRDGCTVFRSPVQQHGFNFTYQLESGNDLPSSGEVFNVPVVSGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYSNEVTAVVVHAVRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDSDRQTPFSTAAQDAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYITR : 236  Cp64.64  : KTLLLSGSCYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFIAEQAVGVADGVGGWADLGVDAGKYSRELMSNSVTAIEHKGLVDPARVLEKAYSSTKSKGSSTACIIALTDQGLHAINLGDSGFMVVRDGCTVFRSPVQQHGFNFTYQLESGNDLPSSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVVHAMRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDKDRQTPFSTAAQDAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYITG : 236  Me17960498 : KTLLISGSCYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGWADLGVDAGQYSRELMSNSVTAIQEKGLIDPARVLEKAYSSTKARGSSTACIIALTDEGLHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGCTVFRSPVQQHDFNFTYQLESGNDLPSSGQVFTIAVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVVHATRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDKDRQTPFSTAAQDAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYITS : 236  RcB9R7R1 : KILLISGSCYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGWADHGVDSGKYSRELMSHSVTAIRDKRSVDPARVLEKAHSSTKAKGSSTACIIALTDEGLHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGCTVFRSPVQQHDFNFTYQLESGNDLPSSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVVHAMRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDKDRQTPFSTAAQDAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYITS : 236 Me033523m : KMLLISGSCYLPHPDKEATGGEDAHFIDEQAIGLADGVGGWADLGIDAGQYSRELMSNSVTAIQEKGFVDPARVLEKAYSSTKAKGSSTACIIALTAEGLHAINLGDSGFLIIRDGCTVLRSPVQQHDFNFTYQLGSRNDLPSSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVVHATRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDKDRQTPFSTAAQDAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYITS : 236 Vv01009670 : RTLFLSGSCYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFIDEHAIGVADGVGGWAELGVDSGQYARELMSNSVTAIQEKGSVDPARVLEKAHFSTKAKGSSTACIIALTEQGLHAINLGDSGFIVIRDGCTVFRSPVQQHDFNFTYQLESGNDLPSSGQVFTIPVAPGDVVIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEVIAVVVHATRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDKNRQTPFSTAAQDAGI-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYITS : 236 MgN00503.1 : RTLLKSGSCYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGWADLGVDAGKYARELMSNSVYAIQERGSIDPARVLEKAHTKTKAKGSSTACIIALTNQGLHAINLGDSGFMVIRNGCTVFRSPIQQHDFNFTYQLESGNDLPSSGQVFTIPVAPGDVVIAGTDGLFDNLYNNDVTSVVVHAMRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDKNRQTPFSAAAQEAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYITN : 236 Vv01019004 : RTLLISGSCYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFIDEQAIGVADGVGGWADVGVDAGEYARELMSNSVTAIQEKGSIDPSRVLEKAHSSTKAKGSSTACIVALTDQGLQAINLGDSGFIVVRDGCTIFQSPVQQHGFNFTYQLESGRDLPSSGQVFTIPVAPGDVIVAGTDGLFDNLYNSEVTAVVVHAVRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDRMRQTPFSTAAQDAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSFITS : 236 Ppe004472m : KSLLTSGSYYLPHPDKEETGGEDAHFINEQAIGVADGVGGWADLGVNSGLYSRELMSNSVAAVQEKGSVDPARVLEKAHSSTKAKGSSTACIIALTEQGIHAINLGDSGFIVVRDGCTVFRSPVQQHDFNFTYQLESGSDLPSSGQVFTVPVAPGDVIIAGTDGLFDNLYNNEITAVVVHAIRPQVTAQKIAALARQRAQDRDRQTPFSTAAQDAGF-----------RYYGGKLDDITVVVSYVTS : 236 : :
: SEVFCIGTHLIPHPKKVERGGEDAFLVNGGVIAVADGVSGWAEQNVDPSLFPQELMANASCLVEDEVNYDPQILIRKAHAATSAVGSATVIVAMLETNTLKIANVGDCGLRAIRGDRIIFSTSPQEHYFDCPYQLSSEMQTYLDAVV--------------------------------------------------------------------------W-------------------------: 148 Pt282500.3 : SEVFCIGTHLIPHPKKVERGGEDAFLVNGGVIAVADGVSGWAEQNVDPSLFPQELMANASCLVEDEVNYDPQILIRKAHAATSAVGSATVIVAMLETNTLKIANVGDCGLRAIRGDRIIFSTSPQEHYFDCPYQLSSEMQTYLDAVVSRVEVMEGDTIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVSTVAGHGDVAAAGIS---------------------------------------------------------: 190 Pt282500.4 : SEVFCIGTHLIPHPKKVERGGEDAFLVNGGVIAVADGVSGWAEQNVDPSLFPQELMANASCLVEDEVNYDPQILIRKAHAATSAVGSATVIVAMLETNTLKIANVGDCGLRAIRGDRIIFSTSPQEHYFDCPYQLSSEMQTYLDAVVSRVEVMEGDTIVMGSDGLFDNVFDHEIVSTVAGHGDVAAAGMSS----KIRRTCI-------------------WQ-----------------------
REFCVASGAAVPHPEKTKRGGEDAYFINNVGMGIADGVYLWRWQGIDAGEYSRALMTHAAEALISGAIVRPTAMMAHAYDEVNMKGSTTACIVVIDKELMYCSNVGDSGFMLIRGGRVAHRSPPQEHNFGCPFQLGHHEDKASDAMRTKLYLEPGDIVVLGSDGLWDNLSEVEVLASVEASVAIDIATRNLLARAYD--------------------------------------------------: 197 OtQ01BE9
: REFCVASGAAVPHPEKTKRGGEDAYFINNVGMGIADGVYLWRWQGIDAGEYSRALMTHAAEALISGAIVRPTAMMAHAYDEVNMKGSTTACIVVIDKELMYCSNVGDSGFMLIRGGRVAHRSPPQEHNFGCPFQLGHHEDKASDAMRTKLYLEPGDIVVLGSDGLWDNLSEVEVLASVEASVAIDIATRNLLARAYDVSMDRSRVTPYSLAATEHFM-----------VYSGGKKDDISVVVCHASL : 236 NgD2VGQ6
R--FLASVYGFSKREDELNLGEDFYFYTNYYLGVSDGVGGWSSYGVDSSKVSRDIMNNCKYYASENGVLKPNEILTMAYDIDKPLGSTTACVLHLDSLSLSYTNIGDSGFMILRKSETLFVAKDRSRIINAPYQLSFLPDSPSDAVTNIITLKEEDIIIMGSDGLFDNIKTDYVAEYVNEIFPVPKLARELAEIARN--QH-----------R--------------------KIDDI-VLCAKVVK : 211 NgD2VM13
: KALVSVYSKQKPMDESTHPTGEDAYYCEVYSFGIADGVGGWMAFEIDPSLVSRQLMWNCKMIISEESVIHPKILLERAFRNQVKAGGTTACVLFLKPLQLSYANLGDSGFAVVNKNKVIYRTKEQQHYFNAPYQLSIIPDDPSSADINCCTLREGDFIILATDGLFDNLFDQDILKIMKAGTSCHSIAKKLVQEAVKSSQNLPIHTPFSMGLSMTGE-----------FKRHGKSDDVTVCCVSVCC : 236 NgD2V3D8
E-----------------SLGDDAYFTTHSMIGIADGVGGWNRNGSTAALVSNRIMSECLKCCE-NGERDPRNVMKQSFEDNLSKGSSTVCIASIDKMKLSVCNFGDSQY---------------------------------------------DIILLFTDGVCDNLFQSEILEICTGLDTSYEIACSIVKKSKEKTTDEIYPTPFSKSRN---L------------KYTAKPDDITCVCQIIE-: 168 ChQ5CI93
: KRILLTGVYTSRNPTKPPYENEDSCCVGASYICVADGVGGWISQGVSSAMYSRQLVNYIETCINDKSELDFIEMLNKCYESSKIIGSSTLCLAYLD--KLHVFNLGDSKCVIYREKEVIFESEIQQHNFNTPFQLGTGSDTPYNADYMMLGIKSGDTIIVATDGLWDNISMDKVIRIVDNNLLPQKIAEKLGREALQLSLNSKHISPYSMSLNSNGF-----------FVSGGKPDDITVSIGVVQ-: 233 Bn128656
KTFIRRPGLYIPQIREKEQMGDDAFFLRASAIGIADGVGGWRDVGVDSGDYSKHFMFVTKEAMT--------------------------------------------------EGKEIARSRPQTYEFNMPYQLGNQENSAEDADVYSVPVREGDVIVAATDGVFDNMSERKVAKLVTQSIDLQDVARALVDEAFKMSLRPNARTPWSRSMTALGY-----------KVRGGKRDDITAVVAIVRG : 186 Bn67247
: KSLFRSAGVLLPKLESQLRGGEDAFFMAATVLGVADGVGSWSQYRIDPGIYAKQLMMNTARASVEKGELSAAELLDIGHSKTKLKGSTTTTVACLKGNTLSAATIGDTAFVLLRNGKIYFKSPTQEFEFDTPYQLADCDSEPDDALLYTVDIKPGDVLVMASDGLFDNLHDYEIEQIVAEKLQADGISRELIERARAHSLDPNYISPWAQEKRKLGI-----------SYRGGKPDDISVITGIAQ-: 235 Bn90739
: KHLMNTAAMMLPKRDKILKGGEDAFAIRASLIAVSDGVSAWDALGVDSGAYSRELMERLDTAAEDSGPSSPRKLLSRAWKGAKTVGSATATLVRLEDTALSAAVVGDSQFVVIRDDKIIYTSPVQEIAFNTPYQLPAPDQSPKDARKITLDMREGDVVILGTDGFFDNLFPEDIKRITRDVLKPAALTEALLEESFKVSEKITGNSPWAKEARRAGY-----------EAFGGKPDDITVVVGVVTN : 236 DdQ54JD8
: KQIINLEIESNPNVGKQQGICEDSHFLDFTTIGVADGVGSWRSVGIDPGEYSRFLMSFIYGQSLTTPYLKPYELIESAYRESVIPGSSTICILKIIGSKVYSGLVGDSSFIQIRKDQIYFRSNEQTHKPNFPYQLGQNSDKPSSGVYMEHPIQENDIFVIGTDGFFDNIFDQEIVKAIKEVNSIESFFKCLMELAKSKSQDPEAQTPIGQRNG----------------KIGGKNDDITVGCFVISK : 231 ChQ5CLN7
: AVLLSIGSCSHPHPSKVHYGGEDAHFYEENVIGIADGVGEWANFGVNPKLFASELISGMREAYLNKGDIEPQNLLMEGYKNTQSFGSSTAFVACFDPKKLQISYLGDSGIIILRRTPIVYRSPAQQHSFNCPFQLSRLPDLPSHSITKEITLSQSDLIVVATDGLFDNLFDYEICSICSGAISPHNISKALANAAYIKSLDPKAKTPFNRHCNVSDL-----------FSTGGKLDDITVVVAWVVS : 236 TvA2FNQ8
: ----MSNVNQLPNPSKLFRMGDDAYFIEHNSFGVADGFGVFPSHGDNSSYWPREFMSLCKEHSD---LSTSYEIAKTAYEARNRSGSTTFSIVKLSPEKLYFYTLGDSSCAVLRDYKLVFKTNNTVHDENFPYQIGTVNNVSIEAGKQWVIPEFEDTIICATKGLWKNVGKQEIERIATKSWMPYQLAKNLADAAVIHA--TSVKSKASDSD----------------DFIHENLHDTTVVASYVCT : 222 AnXP001388 : HYL--KRLSVRGDLVRGLNNGDDAVLVAENYLAVNDGVGAWATKRGHAALWSRLLLHFWALEVERNGELDPIGYLQRAYEETIWLGTTTSVTALLHATLLYVTNIGDCKVFVIREKRILFRTKEQWHWFDCPMQLGTNSDTPRKAVLSLVDMQEDDLVVAVSDGILDNLWEHEILTIILDSLEMVFLARELLKSALEIAQDPFAESPYMEKAVDEGL-----------AVQGGKMDDISVVIGSCRR : 234 FgXP380611 : HHQ--RRAFVHGQLIRGKTNGDDAVYASDYFICANDGVGAWATRRGHAGLWSRLVSHFWSSAIEEKSEPNPIASLQSAYDRTLCLGTTTVCGAQLYNEVLYVTNLGDCQVMVLRTEKIIFKTVEQWHWFDCPRQLGTNSDTPNDAIVDKIDLEVGDVVLAMTDGVIDNLWEHEIVASILKSIKMRAAAQDLIEAAKEIALDPFAESPFMERAIEEGL-----------ASEGGKLDDISVVAALCVE : 234 VaC9SMH5
HDH--RRARVNGEIILGKTNGDDAVYASDYFICANDGVGAWSTRRGHAGLWSRLILHFWASALRDEDEQRPLA------------------GAQLHEDVVYVTNLGDCQVMVLRDEKVIYKTKEQWHWFDCPRQLGTNSDTPEKAVMDKVEVRVGDVVLAMSDGVIDNMWEHEIVHSVRNSLEMKFAAEELVTAAKVVALDPFAESPFMEHAIEEGL-----------ASTGEK-------------: 203 VdG2WZ17
: HDH--RRARVNGEIILGKTNGDDAVYASDYFICANDGVGAWSTRRGHAGLWSRLILHFWASALRDEDEPNPVAFLQQAYDNTIWQGTTTASGAQLHEDVVYVTNLGDCQVMVLRDEKVIYKTKEQWHWFDCPRQLGTNSDTPEKAVMDKVEVRVGDVILAMSDGVIDNMWEHEIVHSVRNSLEMKFAAEELVTAAKVVALDPFAESPFMEHAIEEGL-----------ASTGGKLDDISVVAALVTD : 234 MaE9DZX4
--------------------------------------------GSGPG-------HAAMLAVEEDTMPDPKSMLQSAYERTLWQGTTTVCGAQLHPSLLLVTNLGDCQVMVLRNKEVIFKTKEQWHWFDCPRQLGTNSDTPKDAVVDTIDLEVGDVVLAMSDGVIDNLWEHEIVESVVKSIKMKVAADELVAAARVIAMDPFAESPFMEQAIEEGL-----------ASEGGKLDDISVVAALFHR : 185 GcF0XSC7
: HHL--RRAVVGGQLIGGCTNGDDAVYASEYFVAANDGVGAWSTRRGHAGLWARLVAHFWADAVYNDAPPDPARCLQQAYEQTMWQGTTTATGAQLSGRMLYVTNLGDSQVMVVRESLMVFKTKEQWHWFDCPRQLGTNSDTPLSAVVDTVPIHVGDVVLAMSDGVIDNLWSHEIVERVSRSVAMAVVAEELVEAARVIAVDPYAESPYMEHAIEEGL-----------PSEGDDKDRM---------: 225 LmE9AD96
: KRFFCRNVRAVSQSEKAERGGEDAFLSLPNVQAVLDGVSWWKENDLNAGLYSAALARCMYEYVEDDAPASSFRLLERGYEHSDVLGTCTALVATLQTDLLDVVYVGDCTMMLIRNGRVCYVTEEQAHQLDYPYQLGTGSDTPKDGVRLLIPVEKGDIVVMGTDGIFDNLYPHRIVELIWPHLELDMGANAVMADAMTVSRDVRCDSPYASKCIENGA-----------LFEGGKPDDMTLLISVIGE : 236 TbQ386X6
: RSLDLRAVNLVSHPKRSTCGGEDAFLSMSEVQCVFDGVSWWKEYGVDSGLYSAALAKFMYSFVEDSLPLSSCELLQRAYDSDEIHGTSTALVATLQSAMLDVCSIGDCTSMIIRDGRIVFVSDEQMHSFDYPFQLGQGSDIPVHSLQYRVVVRPGDVLLLGSDGIFDNVFKHDIAELVWKFVGLSAGVDEVVRVASANARDVKCNTPYSNKAIENGA-----------NYRGGRLDDMTLLGSIIDE : 236 TcQ4D043
: NLLYYRCVQFVPHPLKQESGGEDAFLSLVGVQAVLDGVSWWKENAVDAGLYSAALARAMYTYVEEDNPSSSLALLQKAYDADEIEGTSTALVATLQEDILDICSVGDCTALIVRRGRIVFITEEQTHDLDFPYQLGQGSDTPCRGLKYRFPVECGDVLFLGSDGVFDNLFPHRVAELMWKVLNLARGSEDVIREAWNCARDIHSDTPYARKAVAGGA-----------YYEGGKQDDMTLLVSVIDQ : 236 TpB8C6M9
: RTLLDMALQVKPHPEKVSWGGEDAGFVHGRTFGVFDGVSGAEKVGKK--LYSFSLADSMKKKSGNKNGLSLTEFMTQSKEDTEGTGASTAVVASI-GEVLRALNLGDSVCLVVRDGKVAARTREIIHYFDCPYQLGEDSDRPKDGTTLQADIFPGDVIVAGSDGVFDNLSDADVIELVSACSKASVIAKKIVEQSRMVSLDSEALTPYSRAARRSGY-----------TGRGGKVDDVSCIVV----: 229 LbB0E226
: PRLLDVGAYGIPKPSADDNVGEDAYFIRENAMGIADGVGGWSRSNNSRGLFAKRLMHNC--AVESSSPLDPSSILERAYDNSKTAGSSTALLAVLDADAIRIVHVGDCMGMLVRDEDIVWRTEEMWWNYNTPVQLGPQTLPPSSAHTCIIPVKKDDILILASDGLSDNLWDEEVLDEVVRFRRPEELSEALCSRARRVSREEDDETPFARRARDAGR-----------RFGGGKKDDISVIVAVISP : 234 Bn133658
: KKLAEARGRANPNDFQVSEFGDDVYFWGVAYFGVLDGVLGA---ALD-----RLLAHNS-----S----EPHRALEGAVQRTVYKGSCTVLAGAVDLEILTSVSIGDSVFVVLRRGELYFRLPSQQIGFNCPLQVGHHPSVPKEALTCQLQLIPGDIIIAGSDGLWDNLTDEMLQSCLEEAKILALLADKLIENVAQISRNPNAPTPWAVAASEYEK-----------KIRGGKSDDITVVVLGI--: 217 ChQ5CGW9
: DELFFGAAISSQHELKQQKINADSWLVSWNLLGIADGVSSVESEGFDPSQLPSELLKNCVENIREDSKINPFHILCRSCSNCASYGSTTCLLCFLDGNQLWVSNVGDSQMIVLRPSKITARSEVQQHFFNCPHQLTIMPRAANVSQSFRVDVNPGDLIIIGTDGIFDNIFDEDIIDIVNQARKPIMIAKELLTYALKAANNRARVTPFSEGALDVNR-----------HIEGGKPDDITVIVAFVAY : 236 Bn72159
: SEAVNVKAQPIPMPVRTPEDPEELMLITEQAANVSSG----NSSSVDPNSTAKELQPNTERLVRDAGACKPER---HTHT---EIGEPDAHALLGSGRRVHTCVLGDSSYMVLRNGSIIHQGPIQEHAFNHPYQLSDRLDYPKDAKSDSHQIEEGDVILLMTDGILDNLWPQDIEKITREWQRTTALAEAIKNLALEVSQMPNVRTPFAAKAEHEGF-----------IVPGGKSDDIAVVAATMSL : 226 Pc507758
: KALCFASVGSATH-----SHGDDAVGFGPSYMVVADGVSGTMKA---SGVLARMLVAETLTSLAKRS--EPCAAIKSARKKRKGRLDSTISAVYFDETQMFVYTIGDCKCVVFRGSELMFESDSIIYDFNVPAVVSSNQNYAAEVQIQTFEYEAGDVCLLFSDGVHDNLYVDDIAACLASTVSAEDMARRIVQRSKETFTSTTEFIPFAVSAREANFQKCDTIPSLDVRYSQGKRDDISVCTAVLA-: 236 Ps334045
: KALCFQSVGSATH-----SHGDDAVGFGPGYMVVADGVSGTMKA---SGVLARMLVAETLTHLAKRS--EPCAAIKSARKKRKGRLDSTISAVYFDEVQMFVYTIGDCKCVVFRGDALVFESDSIIYDFNVPAVVSSNQNYAAEVQIQVFEYEEGDVCLLFSDGVHDNIYVDDIVSCVASASTAEEIARRTVQRAKDTFACSSQYIPFAVSARENSFQKCEAIPSLEIRYSQGKRDDISVCAAVLA-: 236 Pc573107
: HRFLQHAQSVFEY------HGEDAGAASSYFHIVADGVSSPGRQGYDSAILSTEVVRCVRVVLEEHN--EALSAVKTARIKSR--LATTLVVSYFNRWRLLTFSLGDSKCLVVRNGVVVYETLAVLREFNVPTVVNLKE-VPKDYVVQSFALQEGDVCLTFSDGLGDNVYKEDITAALTAPEELQSVCDQLVEMSKMKAVSDRLLYPFATAARDASLEKHEGKQTLDRRYSTRKPDDITLFMTRFV-: 235 Ps561228
: HRFLQHAQAAFEF------HAEDAGAASAYFHIVADGVSSPGRQNYDSAILSAEVVRCVQVMLEEHN--EPLDAIKTARIKSR--LATTLAVSYFNRWKLMTFSLGDCKCLVVRNGNVVYETLAVLREFNVPTVVNLRE-VPKDYVVQSFGLQEGDVCLTFSDGLGDNVYKDDITAALAAPEDLQSVCDQLVNLSKVGATTERQLYPFATAARDASLERHKGRKTLDRRYSTKKPDDITLFMTRFV-: 235 Table A in S1 File for a list of PP2C7 sequences. Above the alignment, in blue, are presented consensus residues forming landmark portions of classic Motif 1 ("ED"), Motif 2 ("DG"), Motif 5 ("GDS"), Motif 8 ("TDG"), and Motif 11 ("DD"). A signature characteristic of PP2C7s, and nearly invariant, is the presence of "FN" or "FD" in Motif 6 (also given in blue). A simplified secondary structure diagram of solved PP2C structures is given in Fig F in S2 File. A structure-guided alignment of PP2C7 sequences together with bacterial Group II, eukaryotic PP2C and bacterial Group I PP2C sequences is given in Fig. 7 .
